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Introduction
"In the 20th century, health-care institutions have been
voracious consumers of architecture - changes in
technology and treatment render hospitals obsolete far
more quickly than apartment houses or store buildings."'
Hospitals of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century are an enigma
for adaptive reuse. They were constructed for specific medical, political, and social
purposes and once these technologies or ideals became outmoded, the buildings were
abandoned. Maintenance of these abandoned or underutilized historic hospital buildings
was severely limited or deferred to enable hospital administrations or affiliated public
agencies to appropriate monies towards the construction of new facilities or the
expansion of critical research and treatment programs. Derelict and even dangerous
buildings are the result of this deferred maintenance.
When faced with the decision between reviving an obsolete hospital building, or
demolishing it to make room for new facilities, or to make the hospital grounds more
appealing to potential developers, demolition is perceived to be the best option for
furthering the mission of the hospital. Yet hospitals of this period are incredibly
significant for their role in the development of architectural design for modem healthcare
facilities and their beneficent role in the care of a community's sick or unfortunate.
Either monumental in scale, or spread out in a campus-like setting, turn of the century
Christopher Gray, "Streetscapes: Morrisania Hospital; A Tidy Relic of the 1920's Looking for a New
Use," New York Times. July 15, 1990, Section 10; Page 8, Column 1; Real Estate Desk.

2hospitals were designed to be aesthetically pleasing as well as sanitary and efficient.
Based on their social and architectural significance, and their ability to convey
this significance through their physical fabric, historic hospitals should ideally be retained
and reused. However, unlike more readily adaptable residential and commercial
buildings, or even the hospitals of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, early
twentieth century hospitals rarely find a second or third life. If a hospital building is part
of a large complex of structures and an associated historic landscape, the challenge to
find appropriate new uses becomes greater.
Abandoned large-scale hospital complexes of architectural, historical, and social
significance dot our landscape. In fact, the survival of historic hospital complexes is rare
because the building type differs so greatly from the evolving mission of the institution.
Military hospitals, even those associated with the Civil War, have not found a useful
second life either. The Dwight D. Eisenhower VA Medical Center (1900-1901), a
hospital built for retired Civil War veterans in Leavenworth, Kansas, in the Georgian and
Romanesque Revival modes by master builder James McGonigle, is struggling to avoid
the wrecking ball. Despite large-scale community efforts to prevent the Department of
Veterans Affairs from demolishing 39 of the buildings as part of a downsizing project for
expansion of a cemetery, the hospital is still at risk.
In New York State, historic hospital complexes that have attained their
significance because of their architectural or aesthetic values do not necessarily fare
better than those whose values are primarily cultural or social. Four of the National Trust
for Historic Preservation's Eleven Most Endangered Sites for the year 2000 are

3decommissioned or underutilized psychiatric hospitals in New York, including hospitals
designed by Henry Hobson Richardson and Frederick C. Withers. Both hospitals have
landscapes designed by Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux.
In the 1980s, Henry Hobson Richardson's (1838-1886) landmark Buffalo State
Hospital for the Insane (1871-1878, 1891-1895) was the subject of study for the New
York State Advisory Council for the Richardson Complex at the Buffalo Psychiatric
Center (a council appointed to investigate the reuse of the hospital complex), a
comprehensive planning thesis by Barbara A. Campagna, a graduate student in the
Historic Preservation program at Columbia University, the subject of a lecture series on
significant institutional complexes at the State University of New York, and a three day
international Symposium entitled "The Adaptive Reuse of Historically Significant
Institutional Buildings and Grounds."
Yet, fifteen years after these efforts were initiated, Richardson's hospital complex
stands vacant and deteriorating. This thesis will attempt to pick up where this work left
off. What progress has been made? Who has succeeded and why? What federal, state,
and local legislative changes have improved the enabling environment for the adaptive
use or protection of institutional complexes, and more specifically, for the adaptive use
and protection of historic hospital complexes? Where have market indicators precluded
adaptive use? Where have they enabled adaptive use?
This thesis will investigate the challenges and limitations of adaptive use
proposals for abandoned hospital facilities in New York through a specific case study.
Sea View Hospital, an early twentieth century municipal tuberculosis hospital and
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sanatorium on Staten Island. The architectural and social significance of the hospital
will be addressed first to establish the values that an adaptive use proposal for the site
should preserve. The current material condition of the site will be described to establish
the site's physical integrity. Once the history and current condition of the site are clearly
defined, this thesis will focus on the site's enabling environment, including a review of
the regulations, loopholes, and incentives for historic preservation at the national, state
and local levels. For the purposes of this thesis, enabling environment will be defined as
Sea View's current regulatory atmosphere and stewardship situation.
The focus of this thesis will then shift to the examination of theoretical
approaches towards the adaptive use of abandoned large-scale hospital complexes and
their successful development programs. International, statewide, and local examples will
be described to demonstrate precedent and the feasibility of the adaptive use of historic
hospital complexes." Conclusions will be drawn about the qualities that successful
adaptive use projects share and if necessary, recommendations will be made for changes
to the enabling environment. The concept of "adaptability indicators" will be introduced
as a way to define those qualities shared by the majority of adaptive use programs
investigated for this thesis. The adaptability indicators reflect both physical attributes
and the associative enabling environment.
Three potential models for the adaptive use of Sea View Hospital will be
generated from the theoretical approaches of these examples and the existing physical
condition and enabling environment of the site. The most appropriate solution will be
A number of historic hospitals, including Johns Hopkins Hospital designed by John S. Billings in 1876 in
Baltimore, Maryland have remained in use (although not necessarily their original use) to the present day.

5explored in detail with a description of the theoretical approach and physical changes
necessary for the successful reuse of Sea View Hospital.
It is my hope that the identification of 'adaptability indicators' and the strengths
and weaknesses of the enabling environment could be used as a model for the theoretical
approach towards the adaptive use of historic hospital complexes found throughout New
York State.

Chapter 1: The Development of Sea View Hospital
"Sea View Hospital is the largest and finest hospital ever
built for the care and treatment of those who suffer from
tuberculosis in any form. It is a magnificent institution that
is vast, ingenious, practical, convenient, sanitary and
beautiful. [It is] the greatest hospital planned in the
worldwide fight now being waged against the 'white
plague.' The opening of this hospital is the most important
event of this decade in the effort to save 10,000 lives each
year, that being the number in the past that have been lost
to New York through the ravages of tuberculosis. This
splendid hospital, erected by the City of New York at great
cost, will serve a most humane purpose in the comfortable
care of those who would otherwise be sufferers from
neglect and privation.""
In the year 1900, tuberculosis was the second leading cause of death in New York City,
claiming approximately 10,000 deaths per year. The only prescribed treatment for
tuberculosis was abundant fresh air, lengthy periods of rest, sunshine and a nutritious
diet. Unfortunately, many of the people afflicted with the disease were poor and lived in
crowded and dark tenement buildings with terrible air circulation. The City of New York
recognized this problem and in 1903 committed to the creation of a tuberculosis hospital
and sanatorium to care for its afflicted population."*
^
"Sea View Hospital for Consumptives is Dedicated," New York Times, November 13, 1913, Page 6,
Column 4.
* Municipal Sanatorium for Incipient Cases of Tuberculosis: A Reportfrom the Honorable Homer Folks,
Commissioner of the Department of Public Charities to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment of the
Cit}' ofNew York (New York: Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization
Society, 1903), p. 3.
6

7In 1903, at the time of Sea View's conception, predecessors include the privately
operated Adirondack Cottage Community established in 1885 at Saranac Lake, New
York; Cincinnati's municipal hospital for the consumptive poor established in 1897; the
tuberculosis facilities of the Metropolitan Hospital on New York City's Blackwell's
Island, established in 1902; and the Stony Wold Sanatorium at Lake Kushaqua, New
York established in 1903.^ Two buildings at the Metropolitan Hospital's complex on
Blackwell's Island were converted to serve as the City's tuberculosis facilities for its
consumptive poor. Window openings were enlarged, interior partitions were removed to
improve air circulation and a tent colony was erected on the grounds to house ambulatory
patients who required continuous exposure to fresh air.^ A large solarium for
tuberculosis patients, built to the designs of the firm of William Renwick (nephew of
acclaimed architect James Renwick Jr.) (1864-1933), James L. Aspinwall ( 1854-1936)
and Walter Tallant Owen (1864-1902), was completed at the Metropolitan Hospital
complex on Blackwell's Island in 1902.^ Tent colonies were erected near the other
municipal hospitals to serve the dual purpose of ventilation and segregation to prevent the
spread of the disease.
"There are no pills and potions for tuberculosis;
pleasant surroundings are of prime importance."
^ For a discussion of the predecessors of Sea View, see Thomas Specs Carington's Tuberculosis Hospital
and Sanatorium Construction, New York, NY: National Association for Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis. 1911 and Lilian Brandt's A Directory of Institutions and Societies Dealing with Tuberculosis
in the United States and Canada. New York, NY: Charity Organization Society and National Association
for Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, 1904.
^ Department of Public Charities, Annual Report of the Department of Public Charities, New York: Main
and Express, 1902, p. 150.
' Ibid.
* T.B. Kidner, Selecting a Site for a Tuberculosis Sanatorium. New York, NY: National Tuberculosis
Association, 1925, p. 14.

The architect of New York City's proposed municipal tuberculosis facility had to
address the phased nature of the disease, the available therapy, large population affected
by the disease, requirements for segregation by class and gender, and efficiency of
service in his design for the facility.
Medical practice at the turn of the twentieth century mandated that fresh air,
sunshine, and the countryside were vital for the treatment of tuberculosis. To achieve
these goals, the site of a tuberculosis facility was to be protected by rising ground and
woodland, and have good natural drainage. No less important considerations were the
beauty of the surroundings and its accessibility from the nearby metropolis. The
consolidation of the outer boroughs with New York in 1898 expanded the pool of
potential sites, but also added to the numbers of its infected and dependent population.
A large, elevated parcel of land was purchased for $1 million in Staten Island for
its bucolic setting, its isolation from the encroachment of the city, and its relatively easy
access to the city for both patients and their visitors. The site adjoined the south side of
the lands then being developed as the New York City Farm Colony cottage community, a
public housing facility for the able-bodied poor built to the designs of Renwick,
Aspinwall and Owen. ^ (Figure 1)
New York City Department of Buildings, Staten Island, New Buildings Docket Book 1903, No. 151.

Figure 1 The Site of Sea View Hospital, Atlas of the Borough of Richmond, City of New York, by
E. Robinson Publisher, 1907
In 1903, the Charity Organization Society's Committee on the Prevention of
Tuberculosis, a philanthropic association that worked for tenement house reform and the
campaign against tuberculosis, presented a plan of the proposed tuberculosis hospital to
the New York City Department of Health.'" The firm of Renwick, Aspinwall, and Owen
Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization Society, "Municipal
Sanatorium for Incipient Cases of Tuberculosis; A Report from the Hon. Homer Folks, Commissioner of
the Department of Public Charities to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment of the City of New York
(New York, NY: Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization Society), 1903,
pp. 2, 4.
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was responsible for this plan. Renwick, Aspinwall, and Owen were known by the
Society for their work on the solarium at Metropolitan Hospital, Stony Wold Sanatorium
at Lake Kushaqua, New York (1903), and the original dormitory buildings at the New
York City Farm Colony (1903-1904).
In 1905 Raymond F. Almirall (1869-1939), a Brooklyn native and graduate of the
architecture programs at Cornell University and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, was called
upon by the Department of Public Charities to submit a plan for the proposed municipal
tuberculosis hospital." The Department of Public Charities was familiar with Almirall'
s
work at Fordham Hospital (designed in 1905), Gouveneur, Harlem, Metropolitan, (1906-
10), and New York Hospitals.'" (Figure 2)
"Almirall Dies; Architectural Firm Head, 70," New York Times. Obituaries, (New York, NY; New York
Time). May 19, 1939.
'"
"Amirall, Raymond Francis," The National Cyclopedia ofAmerican Biography, (New York, NY; James
T. White and Co. ), 1 94 1 . V. 29. p. 32 1 -322.
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Figure 2 Fordhani Hospital, New York, Kuymond F. Alniirall, completed in 1909
Both the Renwick, Aspinwall & Owen and Almirall plans called for a complex
symmetrically arranged on either side of a center axis; the major component was an arc-
shaped connecting corridor from which eight two-story patient pavilions would radiate.
Patients were separated in pavilions by gender. A large chapel and recreation hall were
positioned along the central axis and an administration building occupied the center of
the line forming the base of the full arch. A laundry building and laboratory were located
'^ Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization Society, "Municipal
Sanatorium for Incipient Cases of Tuberculosis: A Report from the Hon. Homer Folks, Commissioner of
the Department of Public Charities to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment of the City of New York
(New York, NY: Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization Society), 1903,
p3.
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at the opposite end. Both plans sited the complex to ensure sunlight throughout the day
for the pavilions.
Renwick, Aspinwall & Owen had created their design for the Department of
Health, which claimed jurisdiction over hospitals devoted to contagious diseases.
Almirall's plan, a more tightly-knit cluster of buildings than Renwick, Aspinwall &
Owen's submission, was created for the Department of Public Charities which also
asserted jurisdiction over the hospital because of its commitment to administer to the
city's poor. In 1908, after three years of litigation, Almirall and the Department of Public
Charities were awarded the responsibility of designing the City's tuberculosis facility at
Sea View.
Almirall's final design for the hospital was an axial complex with the
administration building, the dining hall building, and the kitchen on the minor north -
south axis and eight pavilion buildings radiating in an elliptical curve. (Figure 3) A
nurses' residence, surgical pavilion, administration building, staff house, and powerhouse
were located on the major east-west axis.
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Figure 3 Almirall's Plan for Sea View Hospital
1, 3, and 4 General Ward Pavilions for Women
2 Private Room Ward Pavilion for Women
5, 6, and 8 General Ward Pavilions for Men
7 Private Room Ward Pavilion for Men
9 Nurses' home
10 Dining Halls and Kitchen
1
1
Administration Building
12 Surgical Pavilion
13 Staff House
14 Laundry Building, Power House
15 Ambulance House
16 Pathological Building
17 Chapel
18 Physical Therapeutics Pavilion
19 Dormitory for men help
20 Dormitory for women help
2
1
Covered Corridors
The historic complex was developed with three major construction campaigns: the
original complex, including the extant Administration Building (1913), the Surgical
Pavilion (1913), the Staff House (1913), the Nurses' Residence (1913), the Patient
Pavilions (1909-1911), Old Kitchen (1912) and Dining Halls (1912), Power House
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(1912), and arch-shaped connecting corridors by Raymond F. Almirall, an expansion of
the facility to include Open-air Cottages (1917), a Group Building (1917) and new
Dining Building (1917) by Renwick, Aspinwall, and Fitz Henry Faye Tucker (the
successor firm of Renwick, Aspinwall & Owen) with consultation by the hospital
architect Edward F. Stevens (1860-1946), a subsequent expansion of the complex in the
late 1920s and early 1930s through an extension of Almirall's original Nurses' Residence
(1932) and the construction of a Children's Hospital (1937), both designed by Adolph
Mertin, and the construction of a Pathology Laboratory (1928) by Charles B. Meyers
(1875-1958). The historic complex also includes two chapels, the Catholic Chapel and
Rectory by Robert J. Reiley (1878-1961) in 1928 and the Chapel of Saint Luke the
Physician by Francis DeLancey Robinson (1875-1941) in 1934.
The period of significance for buildings and grounds at Sea View extends from
1909 to 1952. In the designation report written for the New York City Farm Colony -
Sea View Historic District, the period of significance established for Sea View is from
1909 to 1937 to correspond with the construction dates of the buildings considered
significant for defining the character of the site.'** I have extended the period of
significance to 1952 to include all physical changes to the site that occurred during the
period of cultural significance for the site, which does not arbitrarily end at 1937 with the
construction of Mertin's Children's Hospital. The end date of 1952 was chosen because
an antibiotic for tuberculosis was tested at Sea View in 1952, forever changing the
'^ Shirley Zavin, New York City Farm Colony - Sea View Hospital Historic District Designation Report
(New York: City of New York. 1985).
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character and function of the hospital. The later development of Sea View, from 1937
to the present, will be discussed in Chapter 3, entitled "Changes at Sea View."

Chapter 2: The Buildings of Sea View Hospital
The mode employed for the design of the buildings was described by the architect
as "modem and of no historical or geographical style. "'"^
A consistent effort has been made to express hospital
purpose by simplicity, and by light, air, abundant
veranda space and cheerfulness. Such design may be
thought to better emphasize the hospital idea than the
apartment house or semi-monumental adaptations that
greet us so frequently in this country. To furnish plain
wall surfaces and eliminate costly and dirt-harboring
rusticated brickwork, projecting stone bands and
cornices, which supply the dust to be blown into
conveniently located windows; to provide a sufficiency
of veranda space on each floor to accommodate every
bed of each ward, and to eliminate the oppressive and
dismal appearance of the building and its approaches is
perhaps novel, though of great practical advantage.'^
The majority of the buildings are simple low structures with smooth wall surfaces,
unadorned windows and tile roofs. The Administration Building (Almirall, 1913) is a
two-story rectangular block with a basement and one-story wings to the east and west that
housed examination and dressing rooms. (Figure 4) Its hipped roof is made of red tile
and the eaves are clad in copper. The wall surfaces are stuccoed and smooth, and the
overall effect is one of horizontality. Inset terra cotta tiles decorate the main entranceway
and the first floor windows. Windows are emphasized by corbelled sills that are
continued as a stringcourse around the second floor of the building. (Figures 5 and 6)
" Raymond F. Almirall, "A Reply to the Report of the Committee on Inquiry into the Departments of
Health, Charities and Bellevue and Allied Hospitals in the City of New York" (New York: Raymond F.
Almirall, 1914), appendiz.
'" Ibid.
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Figure 4 Historic View of Administration Building and Courtyard, undated.
Figure 5 Floor Plan of Almirall's Administration Building at Sea View Hospital
1 Entrance Hall 5 Visitors' Room 10 Soiled Linen 15 Examination
3 Offices 6,7 Incoming Patients 1 1 , 1 2 Waiting Rooms 16 Dressing Rooms
4 Corridors 8, 9, 14 Bathrooms 13 Clean clothes
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Figure 6 Administration Building, Sea View Hospital, 2000
Almirall's Surgical Pavilion (1913), Staff Residence (1913), and Nurses'
Residence (1913) are similar to the Administrative Building (emphasized horizontality,
hipped roof, copper-clad eaves, smooth-faced walls, tile bands and corbelled sills
extended as band courses). Differences include the dormers on the Nurses' Residence
and a large skylight in the roof of the Surgical Pavilion. (Figure 7) The Nurses'
Residence was expanded in 1932 to the designs of Adolph Mertin. Its final form is a long
rectangular structure with wings of differing lengths extending north at right angles to
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form a series of partially enclosed courtyards.''' (Figure 8) A unique feature of this
building is the concrete-faced gabled dormer at the center of the main block. (Figure 9)
Figure 7 Nurses' Residence, Sea View Hospital, 2000
Figure 8 1936 Sanborn Map of the Nurses" Home at Sea View Hospital
New York City Department of Buildings. Borough of Staten Island. Docket Books, permit Alt 33-36.
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Figure 9 Concrete gable at the Nurses' Residence, Sea View Hospital, 2000
The original Kitchen (1912), Male Patient Dining Room (1912), Female Patient
Dining Room (1912) and Employees' Dining Room (1912) were directly connected to
the Administration Building (1913) at the south and indirectly connected to the eight
radiating Patient Pavilions (1909-1911) to the north through covered passageways. Their
wall surfaces and design relate to the Administration Building. The Kitchen, the central
element of the group, is an octagon-shaped structure of cast concrete and hollow tile
block. A copper clad cupola tops the copper standing seam roof of the Kitchen building.
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The Kitchen has three-paneled glazed louvers in place of clerestory windows. A
slightly curved one-story dining room wing for female patients extends to the east from
the kitchen. Its eastern facade is rounded. The covered corridors are comprised of
porticoes and enclosed corridors with red tile roofs and windowed walls. (Figures 10 and
11)
Figure 10 Almirall's Plan for the Kitchen and Dining Rooms of Sea View Hospital, 1912
1 Kitchen
2 Scullery
3 Diet Kitchen
4 Bread Rooms
5 Linen Closets
6 Dish Pantries
7 Serving Pantry
8 Elevators
9 Dining Hall (men)
10 Dining Hall (women)
1
1
Wash Rooms
1
2
Coat Rooms
13 Toilet Rooms
14 Toilet (men servants)
15 Toilet (men servants)
16 Machine room
17 Range coal storage
19 Dining Hall (women servants)
20 Serving Pantry
21 Officers' Dining Rooms
22 Light Court
23 Corridors
24 Porch
25 Upper part of Kitchen
26 Flour storage
18 Dining Hall (men servants)
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Figure 11 Connecting Corridor at Sea View Hospital, 2000
Almirall's original 1912 Power House and 1912 Laundry Building had an L-
shaped plan. The Power House is a two-story structure with a gabled, copper clad
clerestory and pitched roof and the Laundry Building is a four-story structure with a
hipped terra cotta tile roof. (Figure 12) The walls are stmctural tile with a stucco finish.
The Power House has very few windows, while the Laundry Buildings has large
windows. A large single-story cast concrete addition, designed by Charles B. Meyers,
was added to the west of the Power House in 1935. This addition has a clerestory that is
perpendicular to the original clerestory of the Power House. The two smokestacks (1912
and 1935) were demolished by 1988.'^
** New York City Department of Buildings. Borough of State Island, Docket Books, permit number BN
173-88.
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Figure 12 The Power House and Laundry Building, with 1935 addition, 1971
Almirairs four-story Female Pavilions (1909-1911) have large door and window
openings, south-facing solariums clad with aluminum panels and mid-section projecting
bays. The narrow rectangular shape permitted maximum cross-ventilation and the
porches were large enough to accommodate the hospital's entire patient population at
once. (Figure 13)

Figure 13 Historic view of a patient pavilion at Sea View Hospital, circa 1915
The buildings are steel-framed structures with structural tile block walls and red-
tile roofs. The floor slabs are reinforced concrete. Wall surfaces are covered with
smooth stucco. The roof has overhanging eaves that are supported by wrought iron
brackets. Four-story porches with cast iron column supports, originally open but
enclosed in the late 1930s, are attached to the building and wrap around the southern
ward section between the projecting bays on the side elevations.'^ The porches were
enclosed with a system of wooden panels, and wooden hopper, awning, and double hung,
single sash windows. (Figure 14) These elements were clad with copper panels. The
northern half of the roof, the southern half of the pavilion and the projecting bays were
' New York City Department of Buildings, Borough of State Island, Docket Books, permit number Alt
183-36.
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used as a patient wards, accommodating approximately 120 patients in each Pavilion.
(Figure 15) Brick and glass stair towers were built in the 1950s between the end of the
solarium and the projecting bay on the east facade."
Figure 14 Pavilion showing enclosed porches, circa 1971.
The pavilions are decorated with a six-foot high terra cotta frieze running beneath
their projecting eaves. The polychromatic scenes depicted in the tile frieze include
doctors and nurses administering to the sick and various floral swags and medallions."
(Figures 16) The terra cotta scenes were designed by Almirall and produced by a Dutch
company called Joost Thooft and Labouchere. Terra cotta bands delineate the floor
levels of each pavilion.
"° New York City Department of Buildings, Borough of State Island, Docket Books, permit numbers Alt
( 14-21 )-50.
"' An extensive survey and conditions analysis of the terra cotta ornament on the Sea View patient
pavilions was the subject a Masters thesis in 2000 by Renee Fan, a graduate of the Historic Preservation
program at Columbia University.
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Figure 15 Almirall's Plan for the Patient Pavilions, 1911
1 Corridor 5 Private Room 9 Utility Room 13, 14 Wards
2 Elevator 6 Linen 10 Nurses' Toilet 15 Porch
3 Doctor's Toilet 7 Store Room 1 1 Patients' Toilet 16 Terrace
4 Stairs 8 Bath Room 12 Diet Kitchen 17 Incline
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Figure 16 Terra cotta detail from a patient pavilion at Sea View Hospital, Courtesy of the New
York City Municipal Arts Society, April 2000.
The Stevens and Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker sanatorium additions include
two rings of Open-air Cottages (1917) located to the northeast and southwest of
Almirall's original campus. The men's Open-air Cottages in the southwest originally
contained twelve units (three were demolished) arranged around an elliptical path and the
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women's cottages in the northeast contained nine units arranged around a circular path.
(Figure 17)
yiATCN l/L^ND - Hew YCiiA
Figure 17 Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker plan for the expansion of Sea View Hospital, 1917
Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker utilized a Colonial Revival mode to create a
home-like appearance for the Open-air Cottages. The unheated, two-story, shallow T-
shape Cottages are constructed of hollow ceramic tile and housed four sleeping groups of
twelve patients each." The roof is gabled and covered with green tiles. A projecting
gable section extends from the center of the northern facade and the eastern and western
facades have parapet walls shaped to simulate end chimneys. Cast concrete staircases
"' Edward F. Stevens. The American Hospital of the Twentieth Century (New York: Architectural Record
Publishing Company. 1918), p. 133.
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that go from the outside to the second floor are located at the eastern and western
facades. (Figures 18, 19, and 20)
tN',.AS.6tV,tNT •• yiAViLW tiS/PfTJU.
yTATtN lyLANB — NtiV YOIK
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-. »y»UC CwMliTlt,'
Figure 18 Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker plan for the Open-air Cottages, Sea View Hospital, 1917
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Figure 19 Parapet end of an Open-air Cottage at Sea View Hospital, 2000
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The new Dining Hall (1917) and Group Building (1917) designed by Edward F.
Stevens and Renwick, Aspinwall & Tucker were executed in a Georgian Revival mode
and are constructed of cream-colored brick laid in Flemish bond. The Dining Hall, sited
due south of the original Administration Building (1913), is a large one-story rectangular
structure covered by a low-hipped roof with copper clad dormers. Limestone details
accentuate the edges and openings of the building. The main entrance is a portico located
at the western end of the building. (Figures 21 and 22)
oo o
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Figure 21 The entry portico of Stevens and Figure 22 Floor plan of the Stevens and Renwick,
Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker's Dining Hall at Aspinwall and Tucker Dining Hall at Sea View
Sea View Hospital, 2000 Hospital, 1917
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The Group Building (1917) is due north of the men's cluster of Open-air
Cottages. This two-story building is a T-shaped three-part block with a hipped roof,
central block, and flanking one-story wings with end chimneys and low parapet walls.
The roofs are green terra cotta with copper clad eaves. The central block has an attached
limestone portico as the primary entrance for the building. (Figures 23 and 24)
W^
Figure 23 Center block and entrance portico of the Group Building at Sea View Hospital, 2000
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Figure 24 Floor plan of the Stevens and Renwick, Aspinwall and Tucker
Group Building at Sea View Hospital, 1917
The Pathology Laboratory, built to the designs of Charles B. Meyers in 1927-28 is
a two-story, flat-roofed building sited due south of the 1917 Dining Hall. The building
repeats the materials, design elements and Georgian Revival details of the earlier
buildings." (Figure 25)
' Shirley Zavin, p. 67.
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Figure 25 Laboratory Building at Sea View Hospital, 2000
The Children's Hospital, built to the designs of Adolph Mertin in 1935-37, was
the last tuberculosis-related structure built at Sea View. The Children's Hospital is sited
east-west on an isolated parcel south of the center of campus. It is a six-story, steel-frame
structure with flanking full height wings, curved solarium bays, and open-air balconies.
Mertin' s building is clad with cream-colored brick (attached to a masonry backing) and
has cast stone elements and a large cast concrete entrance porch. (Figures 26 and 27)
The main entrance, marked by a portico, is located on the third level of the northern
facade. The building is accessed by a system of circular ramps.
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Figure 26 Children's Hospital, Sea View Hospital, 1986, Courtesy of Shaun O'Boyle
Figure 27 Northern elevation of the Children's Hospital, Courtesy of MJCL Architects, 2/00
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Sea View was developed with landscaped courtyards, numerous gardens,
winding paths, shrubs, trees, pergolas, and open lawns to create a healthy and beautiful
environment. (Figure 28) To date, no landscape architect has been identified with the
design of Sea View's grounds.
Figure 28 Undated postcard of Sea View Hospital showing gardens, courtesy of Susan Tunick

Chapter 3: Changes at Sea View
"In few other works of man besides ships and hospitals has
the design depended so absolutely upon the use. The best
hospitals are those in which the self-effacement of the
architect has been most complete - leaving his genius to be
guessed at.""
Doctors at Sea View and other medical research facilities worked diligently to
find an antibiotic for tuberculosis. In 1943 Dr. Selman Waksman (1888-1973) of Rutgers
University developed the antibiotic streptomycin that inhibited the multiplication of the
tubercule bacillus."'' However, it did not kill the tubercule bacillus. From 1951 to 1952,
research and clinical trials of hydrazides of isonicotinic acid at Sea View Hospital
produced dramatic improvement in tuberculosis patients who had been considered
terminal."^ Tuberculosis patients were referred to general municipal clinics to receive the
antibiotic treatment discovered at Sea View."^ This drug therapy effectively cured
tuberculosis patients and rendered Sea View obsolete.
By 1961 Sea View was phased out as a tuberculosis facility, as were most
facilities nationwide. In the early 1960s, Sea View was repositioned as a geriatric
facility. The Pavilions, Cottages and related service buildings were abandoned entirely in
the early 1970s. (Figure 29) The 1938 Children's Hospital served as a geriatric hospital
for a short time, but modem construction also made this building obsolete.
"*
Architects Journal special issue on "Modern Hospitals," Vol. LXI, June 24, 1925. p. 945
"^ The Nobel Foundation, "Biography of Selman A. Waksman," Nobel e-Museum, The Official Web Site of
the Nobel Foundation, http://www.nobel.se/medicine/laureates/1952/waksman-bio.html , last modified June
26, 2000.
"* City of New York, Department of Hospitals, y4/(/H/a/ /?eporr, 1952, p. 19.
"
"Sea View's Doctors Battled Tuberculosis and Found Answer," Staten Island Advance, March 4, 1980,
p. 13.
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Figure 29 Second floor interior of an open air cottage, Sea View Hospital, Shaun O'Boyle, 1987
In 1973, four of Almirall's eight original Patient Pavilions, the original elliptical
corridor which connected them, and the original west dining wing were demolished to
make room for the J-K Building, later known as the Robitzek Building, (designed by
Brown and John C. Guenther), a large five-story geriatric hospital building constructed of
orange brick with gray stone trim, attached to a new dining hall building. (Figure 30) A
morgue and an ambulance station were constructed in the 1996 to serve the geriatric
facility.-^
New York City Department of Buildings, Borough of State Island, Docket Books, permit number NB
50004789.

Figure 30 Demolition of Male Patient Pavilions at Sea View Hospital, 1973, courtesy Susan Tunick
In 1985, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission designated Sea
View Hospital and the associated New York City Farm Colony an historic district for its
historical importance and "pioneering and innovative architectural expression of the tum-
of-the-century commitment made by the City of New York to improve the quality of both
the social and health-care services received by members of its dependent community.""^
Although the district is on the local register, it was never listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. However, in 1985, it was officially considered eligible for listing on
the National Register.
Shirley Zavin, p. 1.
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In 1965, the first parcel (a parcel north east of the original Sea View campus) of
the Sea View Hospital property was surrendered to the New York City Board of
Estimates and a public high school was erected on the site shortly thereafter. (Figure 3 1
)
In 1980, the site was further divided when a large portion of the campus (south of the
original 1913 Almirall campus) was transferred to the New York City Parks Department.
This transfer included the entire cluster of male patient Open-air Cottages. In 1980, a
large portion of the campus north of the original complex was transferred to the Division
of Real Property (now known as the Economic Development Corporation). Property east
of the female Open-air Cottages was leased to the Jewish Community Center and is used
for their Family Park. A portion of the Division of Real Property land was sold to the
Sisters of Charity Health Care System in 1997 and now houses the St. Elizabeth Manor, a
senior housing facility. The Sea View Hospital campus has been reduced from 160 acres
to approximately 70 acres. "" (Figure 32)
National Register have been tentative because the State Historic Preservation Office is concerned that the
material deterioration and loss of integrity at the site would prevent it from being deemed eligible for listing
on the Register.
Information regarding the division of land at Sea View was generated from conversations with Ann
Collini, Director of Facilities Management at Sea View on March 21, 2001 and from a site map, dated
12/22/99, created for Sea View's application to install a perimeter fence at Sea View.
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Figure 32 Map showing the division of land at Sea View Hospital
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The obsolescence of the Pavilions and open-air Cottages at Sea View Hospital is
readily comprehensible. An antibiotic therapy made previous treatments, largely based
on circulation and exposure to fresh air and sunshine, and the structures (Pavilions and
Open-air Cottages) designed and built for those treatments outmoded. The Power House
met a similar fate as improved municipal services were connected to the site. The
Administration Building, Nurses' Residence, Group Building, Surgical Pavilion, and
Pathology Laboratory have remained in at least partial use to the present day because
they were designed for more common functions. However, interiors designed for specific
functions, such as the operating theater in the Surgical Pavilion, have been modified with
varying degrees of appropriateness.
Planning at Sea View and the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation in
the late 1960s did not embrace the practice of adaptive reuse. The Pavilions and Cottages
were not considered appropriate for geriatric care, the new mission of Sea View Hospital.
Rather, four of AlmiralFs pavilion buildings were demolished to make room for a new
facility, designed for long-term geriatric care. By 1989, the Hospital had committed to
conduct a study to see if the abandoned buildings could be reused to expand its geriatric
programs.^"
From 1995 to 1998, Mayor Giuliani cut payroll at the Health and Hospitals
Corporation (HHC) by 10,000 employees and reduced the budget from $350 million a
year to $55 million. The restrictive budgetary appropriations for the maintenance of
" Christopher Gray, "A TB Patient's Haven Now Afflicted with Neglect." The New York Times, July 16,
1989, Real Estate Desk, Section 10, Page 6, Column 1.
'
"The Poor Bear the Wait of City Hospital Cuts." City Limits Weekly; An update from New York's
Urban Affairs News Magazine, Number 124, (May 1 1, 1998)
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Sea View Hospital have prevented the staff of the hospital from making even
rudimentary repairs and more frightening, from stabilizing unsound structures. In 1999,
Sea View's operational budget was approximately $32 million, 90% for operations,
payroll, and programs and 10% to maintain their facilities.''"* Solutions for the most
derelict buildings to date include the construction of a perimeter fence in the summer of
1999 to protect the patients at the geriatric facility and the posting of police tape or low
fences around unsound buildings. "
In 1998 the City issued a Request for Proposals to develop senior housing in one
of the largest concentrations of open space in the historic district. The City has also
approved piecemeal development throughout the historic district, which is threatening the
already compromised cohesiveness of the site.''^
In 2001, New York City's Health and Hospitals Corporation Program took steps
to improve Sea View through a competitive bid process for the structural repair of
Stevens and Renwick, Aspinwall, and Tucker's 1917 Dining Hall (a.k.a. Colony Hall).
Health and Hospitals identified the Dining Hall as a candidate for adaptive reuse and
proposed it be a social center and banquet facility for the geriatric facility on the grounds.
The budget slated for the design phase of this work was $500,000 and the work was
scheduled to begin in April 2001. To date, work has not begun on this project, but funds
are still available for the work.
Interview with Angelo Mascia, Chief Financial Officer of Sea View Hospital, April 10, 2001.
"^ A patient wandered away from the facility and died in a ditch on the perimeter of the campus.
In 1998 the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission approved the construction of a new
four story, box-like senior housing facility. New York City Department of Buildings, Borough of State
Island, Docket Books, permit number NB 500187273.
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However generous and progressive this work may seem, in comparison to
appropriations set aside for work at other municipal facilities, such as the major
modernization of the Jacobi Hospital in the Bronx ($95 million for the design phase) or
the facade restoration and window replacement program at Kings County Hospital ($10
million for the design phase), the work at Sea View is sadly deficient.

Chapter 4: Current Condition of the Historic Buildings at Sea
View Hospital
During the years 1999 and 2000, the New York City Heahh and Hospitals
Corporation commissioned two firms to perform a conditions survey, assessment, and
subsequent cost estimates for the stabilization and the restoration of the unoccupied
buildings at Sea View Hospital, including the Children's Hospital, Female Pavilions,
Powerhouse Building, Kitchen and Dining Room Buildings, and Female Open-air
Cottages. The two firms responsible for the work. Wank Adams Slavin Associates
(WASA) and Miller, Johnson, Catanzaro, and Lafemia Architects and Interiors (MJCL),
came up with startlingly different cost estimates for the stabilization of the twenty-nine
unoccupied buildings at Sea View; WASA's estimate was $1,486,000 while MJCL's
estimate was $12,349,089.
Although the WASA estimate is more appealing, the administrative personnel at
Sea View feel that the MJCL estimate is more realistic. Furthermore, at least a year has
passed since the surveys and estimates were completed, and Anne Collini, an architect
and the Director of Facilities Management at Sea View Hospital, reports that the complex
has further deteriorated, inevitably increasing the costs for stabilization and restoration."
For these reasons, this thesis will utilize the conditions reported in the MJCL report.
Furthermore, since the focus of this thesis is proposing a new use for Sea View, only the
restoration recommendations and cost estimates will be given.
Conversation with Ann Collini, Director of Facilities Management at Sea View on March 20, 2001
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MJCL defines stabilization as work sufficient to "deter continued deterioration
and failure for a period of five to ten years, ensuring that the buildings are watertight,
naturally ventilated, structurally sound and able to deter vandalism and pest
infestation." They define restoration as "repairing or replacing all deteriorated elements
so that the building envelope shall be completely waterproof and easily maintained for
the indefinite life of the building, including the appropriate introduction of new systems
where they would facilitate the future maintenance of the buildings."'*'^
Conditions surveys and cost estimates were not done for the occupied historic
buildings at Sea View, including: the Administration Building, the Surgical Pavilion, the
Staff Quarters, the Nurses' Residence, the Group Building, the two chapels, and the
Pathology Laboratory Building. However, these buildings (with the exception of the
Pathology Laboratory Building, which was abandoned in early 2000) are still occupied
and cursorily maintained by the staff at Sea View.
The maintenance budget set for Sea View is not sufficient to appropriately
maintain all elements of the occupied buildings at Sea View. The largest budget
appropriations for maintenance are directed towards the upkeep and improvement of the
1973 Geriatrics facility in the Robitzek building. Costs associated with repairs to the
facades or improvements to the mechanical, structural and closure systems of the
occupied historic buildings will certainly be a factor for determining the feasibility of
their reuse.
Miller, Johnson, Catanzaro, and Lafemia Architects and Interiors, "Building Inspections and Conditions
Assessments on the Unoccupied Buildings at Sea View Hospital," February 29, 2000, Project No. 2002.00,
p. 1, on file at Sea View Hospital, in the Office of the Director of Facilities Management.
'"Ibid.
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The unoccupied buildings at Sea View have been neglected for over thirty years.
(Figure 33) Although the Cottages and the Children's Hospital are relatively isolated
from the occupied buildings on the campus, the Pavilions and associated covered
Corridors, Power House, Kitchen and Dining Room Buildings are in the heart of the
active facility.

Perimeter fence
Parks Department
Division of Real Property
Jewish Community Center
Health and Hospitals
Occupied Buildings
Unoccupied Buildi,
<^^<J^
Figure 33 Map show ing the occupied and unoccupied buildings at Sea View Hospital
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According to MJCL, failed roofing, vandalism, exposed metal and wood, and the
theft of copper flashing, gutters, downspouts, and cladding are the most destructive forces
at work at Sea View. Although these actions have caused numerous problems including
the failure of many of the wooden structural systems and the collapse of masonry
facades, the major structural systems (other than wood framing) of the unoccupied
buildings at Sea View are intact."*' MJCL warn that the reinforced concrete and masonry
slabs of many of the buildings will eventually fail, unless the buildings' water infiltration
problems are resolved.
The overall condition and recommendations for restoration of each of the building
types (as determined by MJCL) will be presented in this section to demonstrate the range
of conditions for the unoccupied buildings at Sea View and the work required to restore
them (as defined by MJCL).
As noted earlier, the western wing (Male Patient Dining Room) of the original
1912 Kitchen and Patient Dining Rooms was demolished in 1973. This action coupled
with the neglect, invasive vegetation, and failed roofing systems have left the 1912
Kitchen and Female Patient Dining Room and associated corridor in poor condition.'*"
The parapets over the corridor and the Dining Room wing have failed and water
has infiltrated and deteriorated the stucco, exposing the structural tile backing. (Figure
34) The stucco is also cracking at the window and door heads where the exposed steel
lintels have rusted and expanded at the expense of the surrounding masonry. The copper
standing seam roof of the Kitchen is in good condition, but the built-up roofing on the
Ibid, Executive Summary, page 2.
*'
Ibid. Executive Summary, page 3.
*'
Ibid, Kitchen, Dining Hall, and Corridor Chapter, page 1.
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southwest portion of the Kitchen is in very poor condition.'*^ The roof on the corridor has
completely failed. The wood double hung sash windows of the corridor and the Dining
Room are in very poor condition.
Figure 34 - Corridor (foreground) and Female Dining Room (background), showing exposed
structural clay tile, March 21, 2001. Photograph by author.
MJCL prescribes the following scope of work for the restoration of the 1912 Kitchen,
female Dining Room and associated corridor.
• Repair the Kitchen's copper standing seam roof.
• Remove and replace all built-up roofing with a new four-ply built-up roof.
• Demolish damaged parapets and replace in kind.
• Install copper flashing and new drains and scuppers.
• Repair and/or replace masonry and clay tile backups.
• Replace severely deteriorated window lintels and treat all others to retard
rusting and damage to stucco and masonry.
• Remove and replace the stucco surface finish.
Ibid, Kitchen Dining Hail and Corridor Ciiapter, Page 2.
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• Replace wood windows with aluminum windows to match in configuration
and size.
• Replace doors in kind.
• Demolish and rebuild the corridor.
The cost estimate for the restoration of the 1912 Kitchen, female Dining Room
and associated corridor is $1,226,794.""
According to MJCL, the facades of the 1912 Power House and Laundry Building
are in very poor condition. The cornice of the 1912 Power House is very deteriorated
and the flat built-up roof of the 1935 addition has failed. The copper clad monitor roof is
in the best condition of the roofing systems, but it still requires repairs and replacement of
the copper cladding. The terra cotta tile of the Laundry Building is in very poor
condition. The stucco finish is cracked and spalling and invasive vegetation has caused
further damage and created points of entry for water infiltration. The stucco is also
cracking at the window heads where the exposed steel lintels have rusted and expanded at
the expense of the surrounding masonry. The metal and wood double hung windows on
the Power House and the Laundry Building are in poor condition.
MJCL prescribes the following scope of work for the restoration of the 1912 Power
House and Laundry Room and the 1935 Power House addition.
Repair and replace copper cladding on the monitor roof.
Repair and replace damaged and missing terra cotta roofing tiles.
Remove existing and install built-up four-ply roofing elsewhere.
Replace damaged framing.
Repair and replace damaged and missing parapets and clay tile coping.
Install new copper flashing, drains, gutters, and downspouts.
Repair cracks in the stucco.
Repair and replace damaged or missing masonry elements.
Replace or treat deteriorated window lintels.
Ibid, Executive Summary, Table of Exterior wall Stabilization and Restoration Estimates, p. 4.
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Remove damaged stucco and replace with new stucco in kind.
Install new aluminum windows to match the configuration and size of the
existing.
Install new doors in kind to match.
The cost estimate for the restoration of the 1912 Power House and Laundry
Building and the 1935 Power House addition is $2,090,291.
^^
During the 1970s copper prices rose dramatically and as a result, the flashing,
downspouts, soffits and enclosure panels of the porches were stripped from the
abandoned Pavilions, making them increasingly more vulnerable to weathering and water
infiltration. The aluminum panels on the solariums were also stripped, creating another
area of entry for water. In spite of this action and over thirty years of neglect and
vandalism, the damage at the four extant Female Pavilions is significant but not terminal.
The parapets of the Pavilions are in fair condition despite the failure of the clay
tile coping.'*^ The flat roofing systems (built-up membrane) are in very poor condition
because the copper base flashing was stripped. The copper clad roofs over the solariums
have been heavily vandalized and stripped and no longer function properly. The eaves
(asphalt shingles over a wood sheathing) are in poor condition and the coatings on the
cast iron supporting brackets have failed.
The stucco is in fair condition with limited cracking at the window and door heads
(where the exposed steel lintels have rusted and expanded at the expense of the
surrounding masonry), at the parapet (where the clay tile coping has failed and water has
Ibid, Executive Summary, Table of Exterior wall Stabilization and Restoration Estimates, p. 4.
' Ibid, Female Pavilions Chapter, p. 2.
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infiltrated, rusting the steel reinforcing of the structural tile and causing sections of the
tile to expand at the expense of the stucco finish), and at the corners.
Invasive vegetation is causing damage to the Pavilion walls. (Figure 35) Failed
roofing, missing copper flashing, and invasive vegetation are largely responsible for the
damage to the six-foot tall terra cotta friezes under the parapet of each Pavilion. The
exposed wooden elements of the enclosed porches have deteriorated and are in poor
condition. (Figure 36) The paint on the cast iron column porch supports has failed and
they have rusted. (Figure 36)
Figure 35 - Invasive vegetation on a Female Pavilion, 2000. Photograph by author.
*^ Ibid, Female Pavilions Chapter, p.
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The wood sash windows in the porches are in poor condition, the aluminum
windows in the solariums are not functional, and the aluminum windows in the
penthouses are in very poor condition."*^ The exterior wooden and metal doors are in very
poor condition/
Figure 26 - Detail of the condition at an enclosed Pavilion porch, 2000. Photo taken by author
Ibid, Female Pavilions Chapter, p. 2.
' Ibid.
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MJCL prescribes the following scope of work for the restoration of the Pavilions.
Restore the parapets; clay tile coping and clay tile decorative fills to their
original condition.
Strip the main roofs down to their framing and install four-ply built-up
roofs with copper base flashing insulation.
Remove existing and install new standing seam aluminum roofs over the
penthouses.
Remove existing and install new copper roofs over the solarium and fourth
floor balconies.
Remove existing and install new asphalt shingle roofs at the eaves.
Remove existing and install new roof drains, gutters and downspouts.
Remove the invasive vegetation.
Treat the exposed steel spandrel beams. ,
Repair cracks in stucco.
Scrape and treat cast iron posts and brackets.
Demolish and rebuild the wood window and panel porch system in kind
and replace missing copper cladding.
Repair or replace damaged elements of the terra cotta friezes.
Repair, replace and/or reseal the damaged and missing aluminum panels at
the solarium bays and at the penthouses.
Replace windows with aluminum double glazed units to match existing.
Replace doors to match existing.
The cost estimate for the restoration of one Pavilion is $2,480,048, and
$9,920,191 for the restoration of the four extant Pavilions.'^"
The roofs of the nine 1922 Open-air Cottages have totally failed, allowing water
to collect in the masonry walls and sit on the clay tile slabs of the first and second
floors.'*' This has caused the steel reinforcing in the cast stone stringcourses (on the first
and second floor), and in the structural tile floor slabs to rust and expand at the expense
of the surrounding masonry. This action has weakened the integrity of these materials.
Several of the masonry gables have failed, and in some instances the clay tile roofs have
slid off of their buildings. Fallen trees have caused a number of these roofs to fail.
'"
Ibid, Executive Summary, Table of Exterior wall Stabilization and Restoration Estimates, p. 4.
'' Ibid, Female Cottages Chapter, p. 1
.
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The exterior walls of the 1922 Open-air Cottages are in fair condition. MJCL
believes that the structural tile masonry units have weathered well as exterior units."
The windows and doors are in very poor condition, or are missing. The cast concrete
staircases are in good condition.
MJCL prescribes the following scope of work for the restoration of the 1922
Open-air Cottages.
Remove invasive vegetation and threatening vegetation.
Remove all roofs and salvage sound tile.
Demolish structural roof framing and sheathing and replace it in kind.
Reinstall tile roofs.
Install new copper flashing, gutters and downspouts.
Repair exterior walls and replace damaged masonry units.
Rebuild damaged masonry gables, including coping to match existing.
Repair cast stone lintels.
Repair cast concrete stairs.
Replace all windows with aluminum windows to match the existing
configuration and size.
Replace doors in kind.
Treat, replace or restore structural clay floor slabs as needed.
The cost estimate for the restoration of one 1922 Open-air Cottage is $1,200,000,
and $9,926,837 for the restoration of the nine Female Open-air Cottages.'*'' Although the
Male Open-air Cottages are no longer under the jurisdiction of the hospital (they were
transferred to the New York City Parks Department in 1980), the cost to restore the
eleven Male Open-air Cottages is $13,200,000.'*'*
Much like the earlier buildings at Sea View, water infiltration and neglect have
been blamed for the majority of damage at the 1937 Children's Hospital. Sections of the
« Ibid.
" Ibid Executive Summary, Table of Exterior wail Stabilization and Restoration Estimates, p. 4.
^^ Ibid.
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roof and parapet have failed and flashing at the windows has failed. The performance of
the built-up roofing was greatly diminished when the copper base flashing was stripped.
The masonry skin of the building is severely deteriorated, and some sections have
failed and collapsed. MJCL attributes this failure to insufficient flashing, and
deficiencies in the original design of the masonry skin. The stripping of the copper
panels from the spandrels on the balcony sections of the north and south facades has
exposed the masonry backing to weathering. Cracking appears at the building comers
where the steel columns of the masonry backup have rusted and expanded at the expense
of the masonry skin, at the parapet levels where water infiltration has rusted steel
reinforcing rods, and at the window heads where rusting steel lintels have caused the
surrounding masonry to crack or fail.
MJCL prescribes the following scope of work for the restoration of the 1937
Children's Hospital.
• Remove and rebuild parapets in kind including the cast stone coping.
Salvage and reuse materials when appropriate.
• Install four-ply built-up roof and new drains, and copper flashing.
• Repair or replace damaged masonry components in the facade.
• Repoint the facade.
• Replace all windows with aluminum double glazed windows of similar
operation and configuration.
• All doors shall be replaced in kind.
• Repair and replace balcony railings.
• Repair the balcony spandrel with new masonry. The spandrel fascia shall
be clad in copper and the underside of the balconies shall be parged.
The costs estimate for the restoration of 1937 Children's Hospital is $4,849,147.
MJCL believes that the lack of weep holes and absence of vertical control jointing are deficiencies with
the masonry walls of the building.
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The historic landscape at Sea View has been almost completely obscured by
overgrowth, demolition, and changing use patterns. Retaining walls have been
demolished and original roadways closed. The formal entrance circle to the
Administration Building has been obscured by inappropriate alterations and demolition of
original features. The demolition of the four male Pavilions and the Male Patients'
Dining Room and the subsequent construction of the 1973 J-K Building (now the
Robitzek Building) and its outbuildings destroyed the axial and radial symmetry of the
site and its central landscape features. New facilities, including the morgue and
ambulance station have not been integrated with the existing landscape features of the
site. Surface parking lots, although convenient for a few of the buildings, are
inappropriately located for the site as a whole. A significant and comprehensive
landscape plan must be developed in concert with a reuse program for the site.
As the conditions survey and corresponding cost estimates clearly illustrate, Sea
View Hospital is in a precarious position. Its physical fabric is increasingly threatened as
roofing systems fail and the elements take their toll on the exposed physical fabric.
However, the damage is not terminal, Sea View could be restored to utility.

Chapter 5: Enabling Environment
Sea View Hospital, a designated New York City Landmark and an important
social and architectural monument of the early twentieth century, can and will be lost
unless action is taken to arrest over thirty years of neglect and deterioration. Over $12
million are required to restore the exterior shells of the unoccupied buildings at Sea
View. The costs associated with introducing new programs to these buildings will
undoubtedly require a much larger investment. Why has the City of New York allowed
Sea View to deteriorate for so long? What has prevented its maintenance or hindered its
use? What opportunities for upkeep and use have not been explored? Should the probity
of long-tenn maintenance be a factor for determining whether or not a complex should be
designated a landmark?
This chapter will explore Sea View's enabling environment. For the purposes of
this thesis, enabling environment will be defined as Sea View's current regulatory
atmosphere and stewardship situation. The focus of this review will be on preservation
regulations, incentives, and loopholes at the federal, state, and local levels. Sea View's
position in New York City's real estate market will be considered briefly in the
Conclusion through the development of use proposals for the site.
Direct and indirect historic preservation rules and regulations exist at the federal,
state, and local levels. Although this thesis will primarily focus on the direct jurisdiction
of historic preservation agencies, a number of environmental laws and regulations will
also be examined for their applicability to Sea View.
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The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended, established
the National Register of Historic Places, the National Historic Landmarks program,
criteria for designation, and the nomination processes. In Title 1, Section 106, NHPA
also established a requirement that the "head of any Federal Agency having direct or
indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal or federally assisted undertaking in any State
and the head of any Federal department or independent agency having authority to
license any undertaking shall, prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal
funds on the undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license, take into account the
effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure or object that is included
in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register." ^^ Federal agencies are required to
give the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to review and
comment on such projects.
The Advisory Council is an independent agency of the United States Government
composed of the "Secretary of the Interior, the Architect of the Capitol, the Secretary of
Agriculture and the heads of four other agencies of the United States, one Governor
appointed by the President, one mayor appointed by the President, the President of the
National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers, the Chairman of the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, four experts in the field of historic preservation
appointed by the President from the disciplines of architecture, history, archaeology and
other appropriate disciplines, three at-large members from the general public, appointed
' Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C 470f.
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by the President and one member of an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization,
appointed by the President.""
Aside from reviewing and commenting on Section 106 projects, the duties of the
Council include advising the President and Congress on historic preservation issues,
recommending ways to coordinate historic preservation activities for the public and
private sectors, reviewing existing historic preservation legislation and incentives for
their adequacy, advising State and local historic preservation agencies about preservation
legislation, and making recommendations for the improved effectiveness and consistency
of the policies and programs of NHPA.'^^ Although federal agencies must consider the
Council's comments prior to the expenditure of federal funds or the granting of a federal
license, they are not bound by law to adhere to them.
NHPA contains a second measure intended to encourage the protection of
federally owned historic properties. Section 1 10 of Title 1 states that the heads of federal
agencies are responsible for the preservation and use of historic buildings. NHPA
specifically lists ways for federal agencies to preserve and use historic buildings,
including: investigating the possibility of using existing historic properties (rather than
building or leasing new facilities), ensuring that necessary preservation work is carried
out to acceptable professional standards, that all historic properties under the jurisdiction
of an agency are identified, evaluated and nominated to the National Register, and that
" Section 201 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C 470i. Many of the appointees may
designate another officer from their department to serve on the Council in their place.
-^ Title 2, Section 202 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C 470j.
'^ Title 1, Section 1 10 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470h-2.
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Federal agencies comply with Section 106 regulations. *"" Section 1 10 also attempts to
force federal agencies to consider the effects of their actions on non-federal historic
properties through the following clause, "the preservation of [listed or eligible] properties
not under the jurisdiction or control of the federal agency, but subject to be potentially
affected by agency actions are [to be] given full consideration in planning."
Unfortunately, the provisions of Section 1 10 are recommendations, and not binding
mandates.
The National Historic Preservation Act mandates that each state appoint a historic
preservation officer to administer the state's historic preservation program.
'
Furthermore, the Act enables the State Historic Preservation Officer to certify local
governments to carry out the purposes of the Act and to receive federal funds. The
Certified Local Government (CLG) program enables local governments to enforce
appropriate state or local legislation for the designation and protection of historic
properties, to establish historic preservation review commissions by state or local
legislation, to maintain a local register of historic resources, and to participate in the
National Register of Historic Places nomination process.
'
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was enacted in 1969, and
subsequently amended in 1970, 1975, and 1982. This law also focuses on the actions of
federal agencies by requiring them to evaluate the effects of major federal actions that
"significantly affect the human environment" and by requiring public participation
*'°
Title 1, Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 16 U.S.C. 470h-2, (a) - (1).
^' Ibid.
" New York State's Historic Preservation Officer is Bernadette Castro and her office is in Albany.
" The New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission became a Certified Local Government in
1996.
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throughout the planning process for a major federal undertaking. NEPA compliance
documents include Environmental assessments (EA) to determine if there are any
significant impacts, a Finding of no significant impacts (FONSI) if none exists,
Environmental impact statements (EIS) to analyze significant impacts, and a Record of
decision. An EIS must include the environmental impact of the proposed action, any
adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented, alternatives to the proposed action, and any "irreversible and irretrievable
commitments of resources" (including historic resources) which would be involved in the
proposed action should it be implemented.^"*
Title 1, Section 101 of NEPA clearly includes the effects of major federal
undertakings on historic properties through subsection (b) 4 which states that "it is the
continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means,
consistent with other essential considerations of national policy, to improve and
coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that may preserve
important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage."^''
NEPA, like Section 106 of NHPA, does not provide solid protection for historic
properties [those properties listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places]. A federal agency is required to report on the adverse effects a major
undertaking would have on historic properties, and it is required to explore alternatives,
but it is not required to protect the historic resource. If the paperwork is complete, and if
'^ National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Title 1. Section 102. 42 USC § 4332.
*' National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Title 1, Section 101 (b) 4. 42 USC § 4331.
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the agency has kept the pubHc informed of its activities, a federal agency may proceed
with an undertaking or project even if it has an adverse effect on historic properties.
A third law was passed in 1966 in response to the destruction of environmental,
cultural, and historic property caused by the expansion of the federal highway system.
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 prohibits the United States
Secretary of Transportation from approving any federally funded transportation project
that uses land from a historic site unless "there is no prudent and feasible alternative and
all possible planning to minimize harm to the site has taken place."
Although the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 does not prohibit the
demolition of historic properties, it does require a more substantial commitment to
protect historic properties than Section 106 of NHPA and Section 101 of NEPA. The
strong language of the law places a substantial burden of the Department of
Transportation to prove that "no prudent and feasible alternatives" exist and that they
have performed "all possible planning to minimize harm to the site." NHPA's burden on
federal agencies is less demanding since it only requires the federal agency to "take into
account the effect of the undertaking" and consider the recommendations of the Advisory
Council. NEPA is also less demanding than the requirements of the Department of
Transportation Act of 1966. The federal agency must evaluate the effects of major
federal actions that "significantly affect the human environment," include the public in its
planning process, and produce the required documents, but it is not required to prove that
"no prudent and feasible alternatives" exist. The true strength of NEPA is its
requirements for public participation throughout the planning process.
Department of Transportation Act of 1966, Section 4(0. 49 U.S.C. §303 (c).
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Federal regulations are important for historic preservation planning and public
disclosure. However, federal protection of historic properties, through NHPA, NEPA
and the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, has weaknesses and loopholes. In
December of 2000, the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation passed a final revised
CFR 36 Part 800 to address a number of procedural inconsistencies and to better define
the role of SHPOs, Tribal Historic Preservation Officers, and the Advisory Council.
Perhaps the greatest weaknesses of the federal regulations, and ones that were not
addressed by the recent revisions to 36 CFR Part 800, are their limited applicability and
advisory capacity. Owners of private property, state agencies, and local agencies are
generally immune from the regulatory controls of NHPA, NEPA and the Department of
Transportation Act of 1966. If a federal license is required for the proposed work, or if
federal funds are to be used to finance the project, a private owner, state agency, or city
agency would be responsible for complying with NHPA and/or NEPA.^^ Otherwise,
these regulations do not apply.
Once the reporting requirements of NHPA and NEPA have been met, and the
alternative options considered, a project or major undertaking might proceed in spite of
irreversible damage to historic property. The system relies upon procedural due process,
public participation, and the negotiating abilities of agency heads, the agency's Federal
Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council, and State Historic Preservation Officers or
Tribal Historic Preservation Officers.
*' The Department of Transportation Act of 1966 does not apply to private property owners or to state and
local agencies.
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As Sea View indisputably illustrates, neglect and deferred maintenance can be
nearly as detrimental to the condition and integrity of historic properties as a threatening
'major undertaking' or project. Although federal standards for rehabilitation are codified
into law, the current federal historic preservation regulations have no mandatory
maintenance, or 'in good repair' standards and no defined procedures for determining
"demolition by neglect."^** According to the National Taist for Historic Preservation,
"demolition by neglect" occurs when a building is allowed to fall into such a state of
disrepair that it becomes necessary or desirable to demolish it.
However, in 36 CFR § 800.5 (a) (2) (vi), (Assessment of Adverse Effects),
"Neglect of a property which causes its deterioration," is listed as an example of an
adverse effect, and could therefore be considered an 'adverse effect" during a Section 106
review.
In at least one instance, citizens were able to challenge a city agency for
demolition by neglect under Section 106 of NHPA. In North Oakland Voters Alliance v.
City of Oakland, city residents alleged that the city of Oakland had violated Section 106
through anticipatory demolition by neglect of Merritt College, a property listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
In the 1980s, the city of Oakland had purchased the college with Community
Development Block Grand (CDBG) funds from the Department of Housing and Urban
** The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation are used to determine if rehabilitation work
on a qualified property qualifies for the twenty percent rehabilitation tax credit. 36 CFR Part 67.
'"'' The National Trust for Historic Preservation Library Collection, A National Resource Center for the
Study of Historic Preservation, hltp.//vvww.lib.uind.edu/UMCP/NTL/glossarv.htm , Last update: 12/8/99.
Consensus has not yet been reached regarding the definition of "demolition by neglect." Other
preservation organizations and agencies, including the New York City Landmarks Preservation
Commission, feel that "malicious intent" is necessary for demolition by neglect to occur.
™ North Oakland Voters Alliance v. On' of Oakland, No. C-92-0743 MHP (N.D. Cal. Oct. 6. 1992).
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Development (HUD) (a federal agency) but had not developed the site, or completed its
Section 106 obligations (required because the purchase of the property involved federal
monies (the CDBG)) by the early 1990s. The court determined that "the term
'undertaking' should be read very broadly," when the defendant argued that its actions
(the acquisition of Merritt College with CDBG funds) did not constitute an undertaking
within the meaning of Section 106. The court concluded that the acquisition of Merritt
College was an undertaking and determined that plaintiffs had stated a cause of action for
"demolition by neglect" in violation of the Council's Section 106 regulations, which at
that time provided that "neglect of the property resulting in its deterioration" is an adverse
effect.^'
The court concluded that the citizens' complaint properly alleged a cause of
action under Section 106 for "demolition by neglect." However, because the city was in
the process of complying with Section 106, the court dismissed the citizens' claim that
the city failed to conduct Section 106 review.
According to Julian Adams, Senior Restoration Coordinator at the New York
State Historic Preservation Office, no Section 106 reviews were successfully executed
where the adverse effect was cited as demolition by neglect.
The federal government currently has one major incentive program for
encouraging the restoration of historic properties. This incentive is a twenty percent
rehabilitation tax credit established by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (PL 99-5 14; Internal
Revenue Code Section 47 [formerly Section 48(g)]) for certified work on income-
^' 36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(4). The Code of Federal Regulations have since been revised, and the criteria for
determining an adverse effect (including demolition by neglect) are now found in § 800.5 (a) (2) (i-vii).
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producing historic properties (defined as those properties that are individually listed on
the National Register of Historic Places, or listed as contributing buildings in a National
Register historic district).
"
The U.S. Department of the Interior and the Department of the Treasury jointly
administer the Federal historic preservation tax incentive program. The National Park
Service (NPS) acts on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior, in partnership with the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) in each State and the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) acts on behalf of the Secretary of the Treasury. ^"^
The rehabilitation work must be substantial (worth at least $5,000) and it must
meet the criteria established by the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. ^^ These standards apply to both the exterior and interior of historic
buildings, related landscape features, the building's site, and any attached, adjacent or
related new construction.'^ Tax credits are an attractive incentive because unlike an
income tax deduction, which lowers the amount of income subject to taxation, a tax credit
lowers the amount of tax owed, dollar per dollar.
Although no longer funded by the federal government, the National Trust for
Historic Preservation "plays a key role in saving historic places by providing advice,
models, seed money and gap financing; advocating vigorously for historic preservation;
' Rehabilitation projects on income-producing buildings constructed before 1936 that do not quahfy as
'historic properties' (as defined above), may quahfy for a ten percent rehabihtation tax credit.
^'
"20% Rehabilitation Tax Credit," Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives, ParkNet, National Park
Service, http://www2.cr.nps.gOv/tps/tax/brochurc2.htm#intro
. last updated March 6, 2001.
'^ The 20% credit is available for properties rehabilitated for commercial, industrial, agricultural, or rental
residential purposes, but it is not available for properties used exclusively as the owner's private residence.
36 CFR 67.
'' 36 CFR 67.
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and initiating special programs to address Icey preservation issues."^^ The National Trust
has four relevant funding programs that provide grants and loans to not-for-profit
organizations and public agencies: the Preservation Services Fund (PSF), the Johanna
Favrot Fund (JFF), the National Preservation Loan Fund (NPLF), and the Inner City
Ventures Fund (ICVF). The PSF provides grants, up to $5,000, to help pay for feasibility
studies, heritage education activities, and consultant services. The JFF awards grants
(typical awards range from $2,500 to $8,000) to not-for-profit organizations and
government agencies to help defray costs associated with consultant services, the creation
of educational materials and conference or workshop costs. Individual and for profit
businesses may apply for the JFF if the funding is to be used for a National Historic
Landmark. The NPLF provides public agencies, incorporated organizations exempt from
federal income tax, and /or owners of National Historic Landmarks with fixed interest
rate loans that range from $50,000 to $350,000 to not-for-profit organizations and public
agencies "to help or expand local and statewide revolving funds and loan pools, and to
undertake development projects involving historic buildings, sites, and districts." The
ICVF provides matching grants and low interest loans for not-for-profit neighborhood-
based groups for housing and commercial revitalization projects.
The National Trust has attempted to raise awareness about New York's
significant historic hospital complexes by listing four decommissioned or underutilized
psychiatric hospitals on the National Trust for Historic Preservation's Eleven Most
Endangered Sites for 2000. Due to downsizing, the State Office of Mental Health is in
the process of closing operations and phasing out several historic psychiatric care
' http://www.nthp.org/mairi/abouttrust/states/nystate.htm
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hospitals throughout the state, creating surplus state property. Unlike the stagnant or
piecemeal conditions at Sea View, the State of New York is seeking purchasers for its
underutilized historic hospitals.
In July 1998, the Empire State Development (ESD) Commission, the state's entity
responsible for privatizing surplus property, put the Hudson River Psychiatric Center up
for sale. Two years later, on June 5, 2000, Governor George E. Pataki announced that the
State had reached a contract agreement to sell the Hudson River Psychiatric Center (with
more than 100 buildings and 315 acres of land) to Hudson Heritage LLC for a purchase
price of $ 1 .9 million. Hudson Heritage intends to develop a mixed-u.se real estate project
with housing, a hotel, and retail and commercial uses that are sensitive to the historic
character of the hospital and its extensive landscaped grounds.
Since Sea View Hospital is not administered by a federal agency, and no federal
transportation projects or other actions have threatened the Sea View complex, the
federal laws established to encourage the federal government to be guardians of historic
properties have little impact on Sea View. Furthermore, since Sea View is owned by the
City of New York, and its rehabilitation work would not be subject to taxation, the
twenty percent rehabilitation tax credit is not an incentive for developing the site under its
current ownership.
The next tier of historic preservation legislation is found at the New York State
Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP), which is New York's
'*
It is also significant to note that although Sea View is not on the National Register, it has been officially
recognized as eligible for listing on the National Register. If Sea View was transferred to private
ownership, it would need to be certified as an eligible historic property prior to any consideration of the
twenty percent tax rehabilitation credit.
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State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). The Historic Preservation Field Services
Bureau, of the OPRHP assists New York communities with the identification, evaluation,
preservation and reuse of their historic properties. As New York's SHPO, the Bureau is
responsible for the administration of NHPA programs and programs created under the
New York State Historic Preservation Act of 1980/^
The New York State Historic Preservation Act of 1980 was modeled after the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The act declares, "It is in the public interest
of the State to engage in a comprehensive program of historic preservation." The act
furthers this objective through the creation of the New York State Register of Historic
Places in § 14.07 and in § 14.09 it establishes a review process for state agency activities
affecting historic or cultural properties, requiring state agencies to consult with the
commissioner of the Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation. The Act
defines undertaking to mean "any physical activity undertaken by a State agency,
including the alteration or demolition of property, and the transfer, lease or sale of
property; the funding by a State agency of any physical activity, including the alteration
or demolition of property, and the transfer, lease or sale of property; and the approval,
licensing, permitting or any other entitlement by a State agency of any activity, including
the alteration, demolition, transfer, lease or sale of property. The definition of "adverse
" Chapter 354 of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation Law
^* 14.09 State Regulations, Chapter III Historic Preservation, Subchapter A- New York State Historic
Preservation Act of 1980. Part 426.1 (c).
" One important difference between the National Register and the State Register is the 'weight' of owner
consent. If an owner opposes to the listing of their property (as an individual landmark) on the National
Register, in writing, that property may not be listed on the National Register. Owner objection does not
preclude listing on the State Register.
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impacts" includes "neglect of property resulting in its deterioration or destruction." The
Act also has a section that mirrors Section 110 of NHPA, which stipulates that, "To the
fullest extent practicable, it is the responsibility of every State agency, consistent with
other provisions of law to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts to registered or eligible
property. Every agency shall fully explore all feasible and prudent alternatives and give
due consideration to feasible and prudent plans which avoid or mitigate adverse impacts
on such property."
"
The SHPO is also responsible for certifying local communities as Certified Local
Governments (CLG) and for awarding grants to the CLGs through the Historic
Preservation Fund money appropriated to the State by the federal government. In 1997,
New York State received the highest apportionment to states, $869,581. The New York
City Landmarks Preservation Commission was certified as a CLG in 1996. Sea View is
not on the state or national registers of historic places. However, it has been officially
considered eligible for listing on either register.
'
The New York Public Buildings Law requires state agencies to give first priority
to the use of buildings of historic, architectural, or cultural significance when they are
seeking office space. '^"* Designated New York City landmarks, such as those found at Sea
View are considered "historic buildings."
*' Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation, Title C, §14.09 1. (d).
^'
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation, Title C, §14.07 2.
*' Correspondence from Peter D. Shaver, Historic Preservation Program Analyst of the New York State
Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation to Anne G. Seel, Executive Director of the New York
City Landmarks Preservation Commission, dated February 26, 1996.
*' NY CLS Pub B § 64 (3.), Chapter 44 of the Consolidated Laws of New York State, Article 4B, Historic
and Cultural Properties.
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The New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) of 1978,
revised 1987 and 1996, establishes regulations by which all state, county and local
governmental agencies incorporate consideration of environmental impacts into their
planning, review and decision-making processes.'^'' Like NEPA, SEQRA requires that all
state, county and local governmental agencies determine whether the action they directly
undertake, fund or approve may have a significant impact on the environment. If an
action may have a significant adverse impact, agencies must prepare or request an
environmental impact statement (EIS) that describes and analyses the adverse impact of a
proposed action and examines how the impact could be avoided or minimized. Like
NEPA and NHPA, once an agency has met the documentation, due process, and public
participation requirements of SEQRA, the agency may proceed with an action despite
adverse impacts on the environment.
In SEQRA, actions are defined to include "projects or physical activities, such as
construction or other activities that may affect the environment by changing the use,
appearance or condition of any natural resource or structure, agency planning and policy
making activities that may affect the environment and commit the agency to a definite
course of future decisions, and adoption of agency rules, regulations and procedures,
including local laws, codes, ordinances, executive orders and resolutions that may affect
the environment."
*' 6 NYCRR § 617.1 of the New York State Environmental Conservation Law. In §617.2, Environment is
defined as the physical conditions that will be affected by a proposed action, including resources of historic
or aesthetic significance and existing community or neighborhood character, s
** Ibid.
*^Ibid. §617.2
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Although "official acts of a ministerial nature involving no exercise of discretion,
including building permits and historic preservation permits where issuance is predicated
solely on the applicant's compliance or noncompliance with the relevant local building or
preservation codes" are listed as actions that are not subject to SEQRA, certain historic
preservation permits, including Certificates of Appropriateness (defined below) may be
subject to SEQRA. "Routine or continuing agency administration and management,"
are not subject to SEQRA, but "new programs or major reordering of priorities that may
affect the environment" are subject to SEQRA regulations.^^
The historic hospital and sanatorium buildings at Sea View have not benefited
from the review, analysis, and public participation of SEQRA regulations. The 'new
programs or major reordering of priorities' that occurred at Sea View after the discovery
of a vaccine for tuberculosis in 1952, and the subsequent phasing out of Sea View as a
tuberculosis treatment facility in 1961, were too early to be subject to the 1978 SEQRA
regulations. The demolition of four pavilions in 1973 to make room for a geriatric
facility that would now certainly be subject to SEQRA regulation also occurred prior to
SEQRA and prior to the designation of the site as an historic district. Subsequent actions,
including the permitting, licensing, and public funding for the construction of two senior
housing facilities on the grounds of Sea View did not have an adverse impact on the
existing historic buildings at Sea View since the new construction is sited at a distance
from the historic complex and do not materially impact the aesthetic or historic character
of the hospital.
' 6 NYCRR§ 617.5(c) (19).
' 6 NYCRR§ 617.5(c) (20).
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New York, through various state agencies and state historic preservation
organizations, has a number of incentives to encourage proper stewardship and protection
of historic properties. The Preservation League of New York State administers the
Preserve New York Grant Program to provide not-for-profit groups or local governments
grants ranging from $3,000 to $15,000 for cultural resource surveys, historic structure
reports, and historic landscape reports. The New York State Council on the Arts program
of Architecture, Planning and Design (APD) provides not-for-profit groups and
government agencies grants ranging from $200 to $10,000 for public programs, design
and building condition studies, publications and exhibitions. Its Capital Funding Initiate
provides matching grants up to $25,000 for capital improvements for not-for-profit arts
facilities. An unusual grant program, with awards up to $10,000 for architects, planners,
designers and scholars to "realize specific projects that advance the field and contribute
to the public's understanding of the designed environment" is also offered by the New
York State Council on the Arts. Activities covered by this program include the
development of design prototypes, historical studies of building types, product
development, and theoretical design studies or texts.
The New York State Office of Parks Recreation and Historic Preservation
(OPRHP) awards grants from three programs; Certified Local Government Subgrants, the
Environmental Protection Fund, and the Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act. CLG
Subgrants ranging from $3,000 to $20,000 are awarded to CLG communities for historic
resource surveys and designations; public education programs; commission training;
planning studies; and publications. The Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) and the
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Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act provide matching grants to local government agencies
and nonprofit corporations for the preservation and restoration of historic properties.
Applicants are required to convey a covenant to OPRHP to ensure long-term protection
of the property.
The Transportation Enhancements Program (TEA-21) of the New York State
Department of Transportation is a matching grant program for state and local government
agencies that funds projects involving the rehabilitation and operation of historic
transportation buildings, structures or facilities; the establishment of transportation-
related museums; and the acquisition of scenic easements and scenic historic sites.
The U.S. Constitution (though the lO"^ Amendment) leaves most regulation of
private property to the states, and the states delegate this power to local governments.
Therefore, meaningful protection of historic resources occurs primarily at the local level.
The structures and land at Sea View Hospital are under the regulatory jurisdiction of a
number of local city agencies including the Landmarks Preservation Commission, the
City Planning Commission, the Department of Buildings, the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Department of Design and Construction.
The City of New York established its Landmarks Preservation Commission in
1965 by local law in response to popular support for the preservation movement in the
wake of the destruction of neighborhoods through the urban renewal movement of the
1950s and 1960s and the destruction of McKim, Mead and White's Pennsylvania Station
in 1963. Section 3020 of the New York City Charter established the Landmarks
Preservation Commission and its powers and duties. Title 25, Chapter 3 of the
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Administrative Code of the City of New York more explicitly defines the purpose,
powers, procedures, and duties of the Commission. Section 25-303 specifically enables
the Commission to designate landmarks, landmark sites, interior landmarks, scenic
landmarks, and historic districts and establishes a procedure for the review of
designations by the City Planning Commission, City Council, and the Mayor. The City
Planning Commission reviews the proposed designations to determine if they conflict
with existing or proposed zoning resolutions, projected public improvements and any
plans for the development, growth, improvement or renewal of the area involved and
make a report to the City Council on their findings. The City Council may modify or
disapprove by majority vote any designation of the Commission, with veto authority
vested in the Mayor.''^
Landmarks are defined as "any improvement, any part of which is thirty years old
or older, which has a special character or special historical or aesthetic interest or value as
part of the development heritage or cultural characteristics of the city, state or nation, and
which has been designated as a landmark."'^' An historic district is defined as "any area
which contains improvements which (a) have special character or special historical or
aesthetic interest or value; and (b) represent one or more periods or styles of architecture
typical of one or more eras in the history of the city; and (c) cause such area, by reason of
such factors, to constitute a distinct section of the city."''" According to §25-303 (3) of
the Administrative Code of the City of New York, only city-owned property can be
^^The designation of the former home of the composer Antonin Dvorak at 327 East 17th Street was
rejected by City Council in 1991 and later destroyed. Daniel B. Schneider's "Lost Landmarks," The New
York Times, May 9, 1999, Sunday, Section 14; Page 2; Column 5; The City Weekly Desk.
" The Administrative Code of the City of New York, Chapter 3. §25-302n.
''-
Ibid. §25-302 h.
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designated as a scenic landmark and alterations to landscape features within scenic
landmarks can be regulated by the Landmarks Commission.^'' Although the extensive
grounds of Sea View were included in the boundaries of the historic district designation,
landscape features were not specifically called out as significant or contributing to the
significance of the district, and the district was never designated as a scenic landmark.
Therefore, the Commission does not have the authority to regulate changes to the
landscape that do not directly affect the contributing structures of the historic district.
One of the great strengths of New York City's Commission is its authority to
designate landmarks without owner consent. This authority has enabled the Commission
to save significant properties threatened by imminent demolition. However, in certain
cases, designation of landmarks without owner consent, and against an owner's wishes,
may simply delay demolition. An owner who believes that their designated landmark is
obsolete or not the best way to capitalize on the site's potential value (especially in areas
where zoning allows a much higher floor to area ratio than the existing landmark) could
neglect their property to a point where it becomes a threat to health and safety
(demolition by neglect). Once a building has been demolished by neglect, and/or
identified as an immediate threat to health and safety, the Department of Buildings is
required to demolish the building, and eventually the landmark status on the site is
rescinded.
The Commission does have minimum maintenance requirements that mandate
"every person in charge of an improvement on a landmark site or in a historic district
If the Landmarks Preservation Commission chooses to call out landscape features as 'contributing to the
significance of the historic district," as they did in the Riverdale Historic District, the Commission is
authorized to regulate changes to those contributing landscape features.
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shall keep in good repair ( 1) all of the exterior portions of such improvement and (2) all
interior portions thereof which, if not so maintained, may cause or tend to cause the
exterior portions of such improvement to deteriorate, decay or become damaged or
otherwise fall into a state of disrepair."^^ According to Valerie Campbell, former general
counsel of the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, the Commission is
very reluctant to take demolition by neglect cases to court because of the expense of trials
and potential threats or challenges to the ordinance. ^'^ A third reason for the City's
reluctance to bring demolition by neglect cases to trial is the simple fact that the City is
not necessarily a good steward of its designated resources. Sea View is just one example
of city-owned property that has been allowed to deteriorate to the verge of demolished by
neglect.
Should the Commission consider the financial health of a property owner, and
therefore their ability to maintain the property, prior to designation, and as a criterion for
designation? In most instances, it would be impractical and potentially detrimental to do
so. The preservation movement would be limited to the wealthy and buildings associated
with the upper class. Furthermore, 'preservation through neglect,' or the retention of
historic and original fabric due to limited financial resources that have prevented
inappropriate alterations and/or demolition and new construction has been useful for the
preservation movement and the revitalization of historic neighborhoods. Finally, means
alone do not ensure proper stewardship; willingness is an equally important attribute. For
'• The Administrative Code of the City of New York, Chapter 3, §25-31 la.
'- Citation from Andrea M. Goldwyn's thesis "Demolition by Neglect: A Loophole in Preservation
Policy", 1995, p. 39.
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these reasons, the financial welfare of property owners should not be a consideration for
designation of landmarks.
However, in instances where an entire historic district is owned by one entity, or
where the building has been abandoned and deteriorating for a number of years, serious
consideration should be given to the property owner's ability and willingness to maintain
their buildings. In 1985, when Sea View was designated an historic district by the
Commission, the buildings at Sea View had experienced the effects of at least twenty
years of neglect. The designation report for the historic district acknowledges that the
buildings of Sea View "lie today abandoned and deteriorating."'^^ There is no mention of
potential capital investment to stabilize the structures, to accompany the designation. Nor
is there a commitment on behalf of the City to find suitable uses for Sea View.
The City of New York adopted City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR)
through Executive Order 91 of 1977 under the SEQRA provisions enabling local
governments to adopt rules, procedures, criteria and guidelines for incorporating
environmental quality review procedures into existing planning and decision-making
processes.'*'^ The order mandates that no "final decision to carry out or approve any
action which may have a significant effect on the environment shall be made by any
agency until there has been a full compliance with the provisions of CEQR." The
definition of 'environment' includes "objects of historic or aesthefic significance" and
^ Zavin, 26.
^^ As of November 2000, the Landmarks Preservation Commission had designated 1,050 individual
landmarks and 76 historic districts. In 1998, two Staten Island landmark designations were rescinded
because the buildings had been destroyed by fire.
"* Executive Order No. 91 of 1977, as amended.
'" CEQR, Executive Order No. 91 of 1977, as amended, §6-01
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"existing community or neighborhood character." '°° Like SEQRA, ministerial decisions
are exempt from CEQR, but non-ministerial decisions on direct physical activities that
change the use or appearance of any natural resource or structure, decisions on funding
activities, planning activities, certain policy making activities, and licensing activities are
subject to CEQR.'"'
Similar to the requirements of NEPA and SEQRA, CEQR mandates that agencies
determine if their actions may have a significant effect on the environment. CEQR
clearly includes historic preservation concerns in Section 6-06 (a) (5), which mandates
that the "impairment of the character or quality of important historical, archaeological,
architectural or aesthetic resources or of existing community or neighborhood character"
is a significant effect. If the agency determines that their actions will have a significant
effect they are required to produce draft and final environmental impact statements (EIS)
which include a description of the proposed action and its impact on the environment, the
social and economic impacts of the proposed action, the alternatives to the proposed
action and the comparable impacts and effects of such alternatives; an identification of
any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved if
the proposed action should be implemented, and a description of the mitigation measures
proposed to minimize adverse environmental impacts. '*'' The public has the opportunity
to comment on the draft EIS and the final EIS must include substantive comments as well
the agency's response to the comments. Once the agency has met all of its reporting and
procedural due process requirements, the agency may go ahead with an action that may
Ibid.. §6-01 (0.
Ibid, §6-02 (a)(1) -(5).
Ibid, §6-09 (d)(l)-(7).
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have an impact on the environment as long as it produces, in writing, a report stating that
"all practical means will be taken in carrying out or approving the action to minimize or
avoid adverse environmental effects."
A number of actions at Sea View have required CEQR review, including the
constmction of a morgue and new ambulance station. However these actions did not
have a direct impact on the abandoned buildings at Sea View and their deteriorated
condition was never considered an "irreversible loss of environmental resources."
There are a number of different funding sources for historic preservation at the
local level. Frequently, these sources target a specific building type, location, or
ownership, such as religious buildings, buildings in Lower Manhattan, or not-for-profit
corporations.
Designated landmarks are eligible for grant and loan programs, such as the New
York City Landmarks Preservation Commission Facade Improvement Program, and the
New York Landmarks Conservancy's Historic Properties Fund. The Facade
Improvement Program grants are for low-income property owners and not-for-profit
corporations. Awards are typically $15,000 and must be used for facade rehabilitation
work.'""* The Historic Properties Fund provides low-interest loans ranging from $15,000
to $100,000 to owners of historic buildings for building repair, rehabilitation and
restoration of exterior or structural building elements.
'"^
Ibid. §6-12 (b)(2).
"" Anne G. Seel, "Possible Funding Sources for Work on Historic Buildings." New York City Landmarks
Preservation Commission, May 1996, p. 2.
"" Ibid, p. 3.
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New York City's J-51 Tax Exemption/Abatement Program provides tax
incentives to owners of multiple dwellings who perform certain types of rehabilitation
work, up to a maximum set dollar amount for each type of work.'"^ Landmarks can
receive up to a 25% higher tax incentive if the work is necessary to preserve the
architectural significance of the building. The incentives include a twelve-year
exemption from property taxes on any increase in assessed value resulting from the
rehabilitation work and or/abatements of existing property taxes for up to twenty years.
Grants, loans, and other financial incentives to encourage good stewardship of
historic buildings are only useful to property owners who choose to use them. The New
York City Health and Hospitals Corporation (HHC), a public benefit corporation created
by legislation in 1970 to oversee the City's hospitals, currently manages Sea View
Hospital.
Over the last seven years, the HHC was restructured to improve its financial
performance. The results of this financial restructuring are impressive. For example, in
fiscal year 1993, HHC showed a net loss of $293 million, while in fiscal year 2000,
HHC's net gain was $9 million.'*'^ In fiscal year 2000, HHC revenues totaled
approximately $4.1 billion and construcdon continued on a new $149-million, 350,000-
square-foot, 200-bed hospital in Queens (the Queens Hospital Center) and a new $90-
"" J-51 Rules, NYC Department of Housing Preservation and Development, Section 5.4(2)(d)
'°^ There are a number of other loans, grants, and energy cost saving programs available to historic
buildings in New York City. In 1996, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission produced a
pamphlet listing these resources.
'°^ New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation, "Net Gain/Loss Accrued,"
http://www.ci.nvc.ny.us/html/hhc/html/trends-netgain.html . 2000.
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million, 240,000-square-foot, 340-bed hospital in Brooklyn (Kings County Hospital).
"''^
HHC has become a financially healthy public benefit corporation, yet Sea View
continues to deteriorate.
According to Angelo Mascia, the Chief Financial Officer of Sea View, Sea
View's yearly budget is determined by the geriatric facility's yearly revenue. Sea
View is fully occupied, and has been for a number of years. Its fiscal year 2000 budget
of $32 million is typical for the hospital." ' The breakdown of yearly expenses is shown
in the table below.

Unlike the decommissioned psychiatric hospitals found throughout New York
State, the City is still investing in the development of Sea View. The recent construction
of a morgue (Staten Island's only City morgue) and ambulance station on the site, as well
as the continued improvement of the geriatric facility are indicators that the City is not
willing to dispose of this long-term care facility. However, the surplus unoccupied
buildings of Sea View have no place in planning for the hospital. Community groups
have leased a few of the smaller structures, including Community Board 2 and
Shakespeare's Theater Company, which each leases a church building. Recently,
representatives from a Hassidic boy's school visited Sea View to inquire about reusing
the Children's Hospital, but to date no further reuse activities have occurred for the
1 p
site.
The gross area for the historic hospital buildings at Sea View hospital is over
345,890 square feet."'' However, the tallest and largest building in the complex, the
Children's Hospital, is only six stories high with an gross floor area of approximately
80,000 square feet. Despite the physical connectivity of the site through covered
walkways and corridors, a reuse program for the complex may require the introduction of
new mechanical systems for each discrete building.
Sea View is located in a suburban community, approximately twelve miles from
midtown Manhattan, where the average household income is $150,000 and the average
" Interview with Ann Collini on March , 2001.
"^ The extensive corridor system is not included in this calculation. Also, the fourteen male cottages, now
under the jurisdiction of the Parks Department, are not in this calculation. If the male cottages were
included, the total square feet would be 388,1 14.
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home price is $250,000, or two times the national average."'* The average dwelling is
twenty-five years old and contains 1776 square feet. The population in Sea View's
Community Board district (Community Board 2) has increased 36.6 % from 1970 to
1990, and the median age is thirty-five."'' Sea View's abuts the Todt Hill section of
Staten Island, a quiet residential neighborhood with million-dollar houses and views of
the Manhattan skyline, the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, New York Harbor, and the New
Jersey shore.
Land use for Community Board 2 on Staten Island, as shown in the table below, is
devoted primarily to single or double family residences, with only 14% of the land
devoted to public or institutional uses.
% of Total Lot
LAND USE 1 999 " ^ # of Lots Area in District
1-2 Family Residential 26,449 30
Multi-family Residential 572 3
Mixed Residential & Commercial 285
Commercial & Office 67
1
5
Industrial & Manufacturing 55 6
Transportation & Utility 121 7
Public Facility & Institutional 169 14
Open Space & Outdoor Recreation 71 18
Parking Facilities 163
Vacant Land 2,753 16
Total 31,309 100
"^ The average home price is specifically for the 10314 area code where Sea View is located. The Average
household income is for the area covered by Community Board 2, including the 10314 area code. This
information was taken from www.homescape.coin/moving/index.ihtml . 2000.
"^ Information provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. The population increased from 83.400 in 1970 to
11 3,944 in 1990.
'" Jerry Chelso, "If You Are Thinking of Living in Todt Hill." New York Times. Section 10, Page 7,
Column 1, Real Estate Desk. October 14, 1990.
"'' New York City Department of Finance's Real Property File, as reported by the New York City
Department of City Planning, Community District 2, http://www.ci.nvc.nv.us/html/dcp/html/si21u.html ,
2000.

New York City has a large population of preservation-minded professionals,
including architectural historians, architects, architectural conservators, tradesmen,
developers, and land use attorneys. The City also has a number of historic preservation-
minded organizations, including the New York Landmarks Conservancy, the Historic
Districts Council, and the New York Landmarks Preservation Foundation. New York
City's Landmarks Preservation Commission is reputed to be one of the strongest, most
active historic preservation commissions in the country, with a good track record for
preserving the city's architectural heritage and a staff larger than most State Historic
Preservation Offices. Staten Island has its own historical society and a preservation
organization (the Preservation League of Staten Island) dedicated specifically to the
architecture of Staten Island.
A number of the City's preservation organizations have become involved in the
struggle to save Sea View. New York City's Municipal Art Society, the Preservation
League of Staten Island, and the Friends of Terra Cotta have recently attempted to
promote the hospital through walking tours, lectures, and a photography exhibit
concerning its significance and deteriorated condition. The Landmarks Conservancy is
working with the staff of Sea View to propose a geriatrics facility for the partially
abandoned Nurses' Residence. According to Kathleen Howe of the New York State
Historic Preservation Office, the Municipal Art Society has nominated the site for listing
on the State and National Register."^
In 1999, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission attempted to
award Sea View a grant from its Facade Improvement Program to restore a small portion
Conversation with Kathleen Howe, April 9, 2001.
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of the Administration Building's terra cotta ornament. During a conditions assessment of
this ornament, the contractor determined that the damage to the terra cotta was much
more extensive than originally anticipated. Instead of restoring the ornament, a safety net
was installed to prevent the detached pieces from falling off the facade and harming
pedestrians.

Chapter 6: Examples of the Reuse of Historic Hospitals
Research was conducted to determine if successful adaptive use projects for
historic hospitals share common attributes. The Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals,
the Conservation Heritage Information Network, the Historical Index to the New York
Times, the New York Times archives, and the indices of major architectural journals were
searched for published accounts of adaptive use programs for historic hospitals.
Research was extended beyond New York State to include adaptive use projects
throughout the United States and Europe. Broadening the scope of my research was
necessary because very few instances of adaptive use for historic hospital buildings in
New York State were published, perhaps because very few proposals for the adaptive use
of historic hospitals in New York have been successful.
Many of the successful reuse programs for historic hospitals were found in
Europe. Three examples, London's Charing Cross hospital (1830 and 1901), Dublin's
Royal Hospital Kilmainham (1684), and London's St. George's Hospital (1827) will be
presented to illustrate the potential range of new uses for abandoned historic hospitals.
London's Charing Cross hospital, a complex of two large buildings (Saxon Snell,
1901 and Decimus Burton, 1830) abandoned in 1968, was adaptively used in 1991 to
serve as the new station for the Metropolitan Police."'' The $29 million, 120,341 square
foot project was made feasible by the demolition of the large Saxon Snell building,
considered less important than the Grade II listed Decimus Burton building, and the
"' Information about the restoration and reuse of Charing Cross hospital was taken from Graham Ridout's
"Fitting the Bill," Building, 256: 1 8, Supplement (April 1991 ), pp. 58-62 and Derek Latham's Creative Re-
use of Buildings, Vol. 2, Dorset, England: Donhead, 2000, pp. 140-141.
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introduction of two new wings and a two-story parking garage that formed a courtyard
for police vehicles.
The Decimus Burton building is a four-story, block plan building with long
corridors and small modular rooms. (Figure 37) The primary construction materials are
stone and brick. The facades are covered with stucco and have classical revival details.
Although the material condition of the building was severely deteriorated (more so than
the Victorian Saxon Snell building), the floor plan was flexible enough to enable reuse.
The English government sponsored the restoration and reuse program, and English
Heritage approved the project.
Figure 37 Charing Cross Hospital, restored as the MetropoHtan PoHce Station, London, England
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Dublin's Royal Hospital Kilmainham (William Robinson, 1684), a quadrangular,
classical revival building located less than two miles from Dublin's center city on forty
acres of land with seventeenth-century landscaping and formal gardens was restored by
the Irish government in 1984 and adaptively used by the Irish government as the Irish
Museum of Modern Art in 1991.'"'^ The building is configured around a central square
court with long corridors and small modular rooms that was originally built as a hospice
for British army veterans. The hospital was abandoned in 1922 when British troops
withdrew from Ireland, and the hospital laid vacant and deteriorating until 1980 when the
Office of Public Works initiated major repair work and restoration of the hospital at a
cost of $24,003,382.
The Office of Public Works and Irish Museum of Modem Art spent an additional
$1,028,716 to adapt the hospital for its new use. The museum program necessitated the
closing of some door spaces in the corridors to enable the corridors to become long,
continuous galleries. In other areas, partitions were removed to give access to the
separate rooms of the gallery, a new entrance and stairhall were introduced, and the
courtyard was paved with yellow sand to transform the space into an outdoor sculpture
garden.
'-° Information about the restoration and reuse of Dublin's Royal Hospital Kilmainham was taken from
Declan Grehan's '-Artists' Studios, RHK/IMMA." Irish Architect, No. 1 16, (April 1996), pp. 12-16;
Bernice Harrison's "Museo Irlandese D'Arte Modema," Abitare, Vol. 323, (November 1993), pp.164-170;
Bill Hasting's "," Irish Architect. Vol. 84, (May/June 1991 ), pp. 38-44; Kate Heron's -"Into the Past,"
Architectural Review, Vol. CLXXXIX:1 138, (December 1991 ), pp. 62-65; and Raymund Ryan's
"Metamorphic Modernity," Designers' Journal, Vol. 74, (February 1992), pp. 38-41.
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A second phase of the program, completed by 1996, involved the reuse of several
outbuildings at the hospital, including the stables, as artist-in-residence apartments and
studios.
London's four-story St. George's Hospital, designed by William Wilkins, was
converted into the Lanesborough Hotel in 1991.''' (Figure 38) The 1827 building with
classical revival features served as a hospital for one hundred and fifty years, until the
National Health Service abandoned it in 1980. The Royal Fine Arts Commission, the
Georgian Society, the Victorian Society and English Heritage supervised the reuse
project. The adaptation program for the hospital included the demolition of later
additions at the rear of the building to make room for the construction of a large new
office block that was to be used to offset the cost of the restoration work. The building's
central courtyard was enclosed to create a conservatory. An 1859 fourth floor addition
was replaced with a modem addition disguised behind the original building profile and
later accretions, such as Victorian-period alterations, were removed. The main entrance
was relocated from the east to the north facade, and demarcated by a new portico. The
original slate roof and stone and stucco elements of the facade were restored. Surviving
staircases, corridors and rooms of the Grade II listed property were retained to comply
with historic preservation regulations. Ninety-five guest rooms were carved out of the
ward floors.
'-' Information about the adaptive use of St. George's Hospital was taken from Monica Geran's "Ezra
Attia." Interior Design. 64:2 (February 1993), pp. 122-125; Elizabeth Lambert's "London's Lanesborough
Hotel," Architectural Digest. 49:7 (July 1992), pp. 122-127, 178; and Richard Wilcock's "Frontis: the
Lanesborough Hotel," Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects." 99:8 (August 1992), pp. 4-7.
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Figure 38 St. George's Hospital as the Lanesborough Hotel, London, England.
American examples of reuse programs for abandoned historic hospitals include
the four extant buildings of the Letterman Hospital complex ( 1 899 main building and
three 1930s ward buildings) at San Francisco's Presidio, the five building former
Southern Pacific Company Hospital enclave (1907) in San Francisco, and the Gillette
State Children's Hospital (1925) in St. Paul, Minnesota.
In the 1980s, the public feared for the fate of the 1,480 acres of open space and
800 historic buildings at the Presidio that would be abandoned once the United States
Army decommissioned its base there. However, because of an addendum to the 1972
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legislation that created the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, when the army
vacated the Presidio, the property was turned over to the National Park Service in 1994.
The Letterman Hospital complex, a National Historic Landmark that is part of the
Presidio military campus was abandoned in 1969, prior to decommissioning, after the
construction of a high-rise hospital made it obsolete.'"" (Figure 39)
In May 1994, the National Park Service requested proposals from the public to
redevelop the Letterman Hospital complex. The Thoreau Center for Sustainability was
awarded the opportunity to develop the site. The $5.6 million project ($57/sq. ft.), the
first public/private partnership at the Presidio, involved the rehabilitation of 73,000 sq. ft.
of space, including new infrastructure and building systems, to accommodate 20
nonprofit groups. Since the project was a public/private venture, the developers were
able to use the 20% Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit program.
'" Information regarding the reuse of Letterman Hospital was taken from Zahid Sardar's 'The Hospital's
Future," Metropolis, 16:3 (October 1996), pp. 31-35 and Daniel Gregory's "Building a Western Walden:
The Thoreau Center," California Architecture, 19:1 (Summer 1997), pp. 26-28.
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Figure 39 Building 1061, Letterman Hospital, Presidio, San Francisco, 1901
To qualify for the Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits, the reuse program for the
Letterman Hospital had to follow the Federal Standards for Rehabilitation. Distinctive
features of the hospital, like its extra-wide corridors and passageways, large windows and
porte cocheres, were incorporated into its redesign. The porte cocheres were enclosed to
create large offices and conference rooms. Very limited demolition took place to insert a
new use into Letterman Hospital. One exception was the demolition of a 1950s entry to
the main building. This entry was replaced with a modem steel and wood structure
considered to be more compatible with the massing, size, and scale of the original porch.
(Figure 40)
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Figure 40 Building 1061, Letterman Hospital, Presidio, San Francisco, California, 1996
The Thoreau Center for Sustainability was 100% leased halfway through
construction and opened for business in June 1996. The project had high public support
for a number of reasons, including: the program promoted the use of green architecture,
the reuse of an important landmark complex, and the introduction of tenants committed to
the 'betterment of society."
""
The buildings are essentially residential in character. They are primarily three-
stories tall with either white clapboard siding or stuccoed facades. The complex is in a
prime location just within the gates of the Golden Gate Park. (Figure 41) Features of the
original design, such as narrow floor plates for daylighting and natural ventilation, were
Gregory, p. 26.
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incorporated into the reuse program instead of additional mechanical cooling and
Hghting.'-'*
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The former Southern Pacific Company Hospital complex (1907), located one
block from the Golden Gate Park in a mixed income and multicultural neighborhood of
San Francisco, is a local and National Register historic district. The complex was
abandoned in 1973. The hospital complex, which occupies an entire city block, was
adapted for new uses in two separate phases.'" The first phase was the 1983 conversion
of the main hospital building into a 158-unit senior housing facility called Mercy Terrace.
The four hospital annex buildings (a powerhouse, nurses' annex, social hall and utility
building) were adapted to accommodate Mercy Family Plaza; thirty-six low-income
rental units and a small daycare facility. The nurses' annex is connected to Mercy
Terrace by a pedestrian bridge, which has been converted into a laundry room.
The program maintained the character of the historic district to qualify the
rehabilitation for the 20% Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit through the retention of
defining elements such as the smokestack, stepped entry porches, and neoclassical details
found at the cornices, doors and windows. California has a State Historic Building Code
which allows alternatives to code requirements to enable the retention of historic fabric,
provided those alternatives meet the intent of preserving life and safety. This code was
instrumental for the adaptation of the Power House.
Funding for the project was raised from a combination of sources including low-
income housing tax credits, the Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit, contributions from the
state of California, San Francisco's Affordable Housing Fund, Markborough California
'-* Information regarding the reuse of the Southern Pacific/Harkness Hospital was taken from Heather
Sandy Koenig's "Linking Affordable Housing and Historic Preservation," Urban Land, 50:1, (January
1991 ), pp. 28-29 and Steven Fader's "Mercy Family Plaza, San Francisco, California," The Urban Land
Institute Project Reference File. 24: 10 (April-June 1994). entire issue.
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Properties (this private developer was required by city mandate to provide a contribution
toward the creation of affordable housing in San Francisco), construction financing from
Union Bank, and permanent financing by the Savings Association Mortgage Company.
The Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Me) acted as the sole partner in the
project and purchased all of the available tax credits with a contribution of $4.4 million in
equity payments spread over ten years. The project was 100% leased before construction
was complete.
The original intent of the developers was to demolish the annex buildings and
construct 62 units of low-income housing. The local Landmarks Board and
neighborhood association objected to the demolition of the historic buildings. To avoid
delays associated with demolition and new construction plan, and to accommodate the
wishes of the neighbors, the Sisters of Mercy changed their course of action and adopted
the preservation plan.
The buildings of the Southern Pacific Company/Harkness Hospital complex are
low-rise, brick structures with classical revival ornament arranged on one acre of land.
The spatial arrangements of the buildings, with the exception of the powerhouse, were
simple block plans that easily accommodated residential use. The powerhouse, although
also a simple block plan configuration, had a more unusual function-specific design than
the other annex buildings. The powerhouse was one-story tall with a very high ceiling
and twelve-foot high windows. The reuse program called for the introduction of eight
apartments into the Powerhouse. The architects accomplished this objective by inserting
a mezzanine into the Powerhouse and by introducing doors into the large window
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openings. Exterior work consisted of stripping the paint from brick surfaces to prepare
it for a new paint coating and the introduction of seismic shear walls inside the original
brick walls. New mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems were installed to
accommodate the residential use.
The total development cost for Mercy Family Plaza was $6,253,339, or $187.50
per square foot. Buildings covered 42% of the site, and 25,900 square feet were
developed into rentable space.
The west wing of the Gillette State Children's Hospital in St. Paul, Minnesota is
the only fragment remaining of what was once a complex of ten interconnected Spanish-
colonial buildings situated on thirteen acres of land. The extant west wing is a one story,
T-shaped building, completed in 1925 to the designs of Clarence H. Johnson. The 21,000
square foot building has yellow-stucco walls and a clay-tile roof. The building was
restored in 1996 and is now the home of the Humanities Education Center for the
Minnesota Humanities Commission, which sponsors statewide educational programs for
teachers.
In 1977, Gillette Hospital moved to downtown St. Paul and the entire campus was
razed in 1979 except the west wing. The west wing deteriorated until the Minnesota
Humanities Commission reused the building for offices and meeting space for the
Commission.
Exterior work included repairing the stucco facade, cleaning the marble columns,
enclosing the vestibule with outer glass doors, and replacing the roof. Fourteen private
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offices were created out of former classrooms, and the unfinished basement was turned
into eighteen overnight guest rooms.
In the Bronx, New York, Morrisania Hospital (1929, Charles B. Meyers) is one of
New York City's few abandoned historic hospitals to be adapted for a new use. ' When
the eleven-story, block-long Morrisania Hospital was built, it was visible from all over
the South Bronx. Morrisania was a complex of four major buildings including a main, T-
shaped hospital building at one end, two rectangular residences for nurses and employees
on each side and a combination powerhouse and laundry at the other end of the block.
"
In the center is a courtyard. The complex is made of brick with red roof tiles and the
buildings are decorated with terra cotta acanthus leafs, egg and dart courses, Greek keys
and similar patterns. '""^ Morrisania was abandoned by the City in 1976 and became
derelict shortly thereafter.
In 1997, the main hospital building was restored for use as a home to a multi-
service community housing and economic development center operated by the Women's
Housing and Economic Development Corporation (WHEDCO).'"" The complex houses
132 low-income families, a child care center, two playgrounds, counseling services,
work-readiness training, job placement services, vocational training programs, a fitness
center, and a primary health care facility. WHEDCO purchased Morrisania from the City
of New York for $1, and then raised $24 million from a combination of Federal, State
'" Christopher Gray, "Streetscapes: Morrisania Hospital: A Tidy Relic of the 1920's Looking for a New
Use," New York Times, New Yoric, NY: The New York Times Company, Section 10, Page 8, Column I,
July 15, 1990.
'-*
Ibid.
'-'
Ibid.
"" Andrea K. Walker, "Anchor for Neglected Area," New York Times, New York, NY: The New York
Times Company, April 20, 1997.
'^' Ibid.
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and private sources to fund its restoration and reuse program. ' However, New Yorlc
City's School Construction Authority demolished the hospital's outbuildings, including
the powerhouse and laundry building, in the late 1990s as part of the sale and
redevelopment of the site.
Morrisania Hospital is not designated a local landmark nor listed on the state and
national register. It is officially considered eligible for listing on the National Register.
Since the reuse project involved federal and state funding as well as state licensing, the
project was subject to Section 106 review (and the State review). The SHPO determined
that demolition of the outbuildings did constitute an adverse affect and required the
School Construction Authority to photographically document the complex to 'mitigate
the impact.' "
A significant reuse project is proposed for the Hudson River Psychiatric Center.
The Victorian Gothic Hudson River Psychiatric Center (1867-1878, Frederick C. Withers
and Frederick Law Olmstead and Calvert Vaux), in Poughkeepsie, New York is a
National Historic Landmark listed on the National Trust's 1 1 Most Endangered List for
2000. The hospital complex contains 100 buildings located on 315 acres of land. The
State Office of Mental Health owned and operated the hospital until Empire State
Development sold it as surplus state property on June 5, 2000, to Hudson Heritage LLC
for $1.9 million. According to a press release dated June 5, 2000, from Governor George
E. Pataki's office, Hudson Heritage's plans to develop a mixed-use real estate project that
"^ Ibid.
'" Conversation with Greg Donofrio, Program Coordinator, New York Office of Parks, Recreation, and
Historic Preservation, Field Services Bureau, April 16, 2001.
"^ Ibid.
'" Ibid.
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is sensitive to the historic character of the site. The proposed program would include
housing, a hotel, retail uses, and commercial uses.
My research has shown that a number of 'adaptability indicators' were common
to the adaptive use programs for historic hospitals. I define adaptability indicators as the
shared inherent or peripheral traits of historic hospitals that have been successfully
adapted for new uses. A weakness of the adaptability indicator system is the potential
bias created by the sample 'population.' The adaptability indicators reflect both physical
attributes and the associative enabling environment. Enabling environment is defined as
the hospital's stewardship situation, regulatory atmosphere, professional atmosphere, and
real estate market.
Physical attributes identified as adaptability indicators include: a plan-deviated
design (this concept, based on the origination of the hospital design, including its spatial
arrangement and construction, is defined more clearly below), a flexible floor plan, low-
rise construction, space for expansion including new additions or stand alone
construction, material condition, location as it relates to cityscape and landscape, and
rentable square footage.
Enabling environment indicators include: a planning or preservation agency
committed to the protection and reuse of historic buildings and landscapes, the
availability of grants, tax incentives, or subsidized loans, a 'community' of preservation-
minded developers, professionals, and tenants or clients.
For this thesis, I was able to find published reviews or programmatic descriptions
of twenty-one reuse projects for historic hospitals. Of these, only seven were from the
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United States. Since research for this thesis was not focused on a specific historical
period, or a specific location, there was tremendous variety in the program and design of
hospital buildings. In order to better understand and evaluate the hospital designs and
their subsequent reuse programs, I have adopted John D. Thompson and Grace Goldin's
classification system for hospital designs, as described in their 1975 book entitled. The
Hospital: A Social and Architectural History.
According to Thompson and Goldin, hospital designs can be divided into two
categories: plan-deviated hospitals (plans originally evolved for other purposes and
adapted to medical uses) and plan-designed hospitals (buildings deliberately created in
response to medical needs). '''^ Transitional forms also exist that contain elements of
deliberate design (based on medical needs) within a recognizable derived plan.
Plan-derived hospitals include hospitals built through the nineteenth century,
including the earliest hospitals in Europe and the United States. Monumental block-plan,
cruciform plan, and block-corridor hospitals fit the plan-deviated category, since they
were conceived and constructed in a manner similar to other large structures, such as
churches, school buildings, mansions, or government offices. Early pavilion hospitals
like the Royal Naval Hospital of Plymouth, England (1765), and the Hopital Lariboisiere,
Paris, France (1846-54) are also plan-derived hospitals that relate more closely to the
palatial pavilions of Marly, France (1695) than their successors.
Plan-derived hospitals fell out of favor in Europe and the United States after two
devastating wars changed the way hospitals were designed and constructed; the Crimean
"''John D. Thompson and Grace Goldin, The Hospital: A Social and Architectural Histor\,\ New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1975, p.5.
'" Ibid, p. 5.
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War and the American Civil War. In mid-nineteenth century Europe, Florence
Nightingale pushed for hospital reform while struggling to keep injured soldiers from the
Crimean War alive in a hospital carved out of the filthy ill-adapted and ill-suited Turkish
barracks called Scutari, where the mortality rate for its 2,500 patients was a grim
42.7%. ** Her writings after her experiences at Scutari, including Notes on Hospitals
(1858) and Notes on Nursing (1859), influenced hospital design in Europe and the United
States through the first half of the twentieth century.
Through her writings, she mandated that the sick must be subdivided among a
number of separate oblong pavilions, not more than two stories in height, spread over a
wide landscaped area, with windows on both sides. She even provided the ideal
measurements for a thirty-two patient pavilion: thirty feet wide, one hundred and twenty-
eight feet long and sixteen feet high.'''^ Nightingale established standards for sanitary
design, with a primary focus on ventilation and air circulation.
During the American Civil War, architects and medical professionals discovered
that injured soldiers housed in modified tents or light barracks recovered more quickly
than those treated in traditional plan-derived hospitals carved out of old hotels or
mansions. At the time, it was believed that the ground where a hospital building was
situated 'became infected,' and the temporal nature of the barracks enabled the buildings
'^*
Ibid, 159.
'"ibid, 160.
'^^
"U.S. Sanitary Commission No. 23", Report on Hospitals in Washington and Vicinity, July 31, 1861, p.
8. The report states that "hereafter instead of hiring old buildings for General Hospitals, they should order
the erection of a sufficient number of wooden shanties or pavilions of appropriate construction, and fully
provided with water for bathing, washing and water closets, and ample arrangements for ventilation and for
securing warmth in winter. This suggestion embodies the latest and best views as to the construction of
hospitals and its adoption would save both lives and money."
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to be disassembled and reconstructed on 'healthy' ground. '"" However, after the Civil
War, when architects were commissioned to design permanent hospitals they were
challenged by the temporal nature of the barracks, reportedly one of their most 'healthful'
qualities. Municipalities and private benefactors demanded permanent and beautiful
hospitals that were as healthy as the lightly constructed medical barracks and tents.
Although hospitals continued to be built according to plan-deviated designs, the
time of plan-designed hospitals, designed primarily to create a sanitary environment, had
arrived. '*" Countless permanent hospitals, plan-designed and mostly in a 'pavilion' form,
were built on Nightingale's principles and the medical experience gained from the
American Civil War.''*'' A pavilion is an open ward, ventilated on both long sides by
windows, on both short sides by doors; connected to a corridor that serves similar
pavilions, but self-contained with its own service rooms.
Plan-deviated hospitals, like Royal Hospital Kilmainham, Charing Cross Hospital,
and St. George's Hospital have fared much better for long-term use and adaptability than
many plan-designed hospitals like the Buffalo State Hospital for the Insane (1871-1878,
1891-1895) and the Hudson River Psychiatric Center (1867-1878). However, it would be
incorrect to assume that original design intent is the primary reason for their
obsolescence. In fact, a number of plan-designed hospitals, including Johns Hopkins
Hospital (1875) have remained in use to the present day. Design intent, should however
be examined to better evaluate potential new uses for the hospital complexes.
'"'^
Hospital Plans: Five Essays. 'New York: William Wood, 1875, pp. 17-18.
'*- A few pavilion hospitals, such as the Hopital Lariboisiere ( 1 846-54), had been built prior to
Nightingale's writings, but the building type dominated hospital design after 1860.
'"" Although pavilion hospitals were built in Europe as early as
'" Thompson and Goldin, 1 18.
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Although not the singular attribute for determining adaptability, original design
intent for historic hospitals (polarized between achieving an ideal architectural form
versus achieving the penultimate sanitary environment) is very important to understand
and capitalize on. For example, at Letterman Hospital, a plan-designed military hospital,
the wards were designed to maximize ventilation and sunlight. Rather than denying the
original sanitary design intent, heating and cooling for the new program in the ward
buildings utilized these historic design features in place of the introduction of new
mechanical systems.
Furthermore, a plan-designed hospital could have similar adaptability indicators
that a successfully reused plan-derived hospital possesses, but be ill suited for a like-
minded reuse program.
All of the hospitals had flexible floor plans since they were designed to open ward
spaces, modular repetitive rooms with non-barring partition walls, or congregational
rooms for eating and socializing. All of the hospitals in the study were low-rise, (five
stories or less) with the exception of Morrisania Hospital, which is eleven stories tall.
All of the projects involved demolition of a portion of the hospital facilities prior
to the introduction of a new use. The scale of demolition varied widely from project to
project depending upon available open space for expansion, the proposed reuse program,
and, arguably, the creativity of the project's architect. At one extreme, in densely
developed Bronx, New York, the City of New York and developers of Morrisania
Hospital felt it was necessary to demolish all of the hospital's outbuildings and build
anew to make their reuse program financially feasible. Conversely, the Letterman
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Hospital was redeveloped with very little demolition (only the 1950s entryway was
demolished because it was deemed inappropriate for the building) and new construction.
Despite its underdeveloped setting (within the vast Presidio military campus), new
construction or expansion for the new program was strictly controlled and/or prohibited.
Many 'difficult' interior features were even retained and creatively reused, such as the
long covered corridors where office storage was introduced.
Adaptability variables associated with material condition appear to be directly
related to availability of direct government subsidies or substantial financial incentives.
The severely deteriorated Charing Cross Hospital in London, England was restored with
direct government subsidies. The other hospital reuse projects involved buildings that
were derelict, but mostly structurally sound. Severely deteriorated hospitals in the United
States that, by virtue of their public ownership, would not qualify for financial
rehabilitation incentives, are potentially the most "at risk" since government (all levels)
rarely invests in the restoration of severely deteriorated surplus property.
Location as a prerequisite for adaptability was convincingly illustrated by the
sample projects. With the exception of Morrisania Hospital, the locations for
successfully reused hospitals were either bucolic or attractive urban centers. Where
location was not an asset, the reuse project was developed to suit the current character of
the neighborhood. Morrisania' s reuse as a multi-service community housing and
economic development center is appropriate for its location, whereas a reuse proposal for
high end housing would not have been supported by the current market conditions in the
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South Bronx (the poorest Congressional district in the nation). '"^^ However, location
alone will not predispose an historic hospital for reuse, as the abandoned and derelict, but
well sited. Cancer Hospital at 455 Central Park West in Manhattan clearly demonstrates.
Although I have not defined specific percentages of acceptable rentable square
footage as an adaptability indicator, I would like to address the concept as a practical
determinant for reuse. Rentable square footage as an adaptability indicator is imperative
for financial feasibility. The successful hospital reuse programs in my research sample
maximized their rentable square footage. The introduction of new uses into difficult
spaces enabled developers to maximize return on their investment. Inevitably, the new
uses required the demolition of interior spaces, or the introduction of new means of
egress and ingress. However, when balanced with the introduction of a new use and
salvation of a derelict hospital complex, loss of limited historic fabric is acceptable.
With the exception of one historic hospital reuse project in the United States
(Morrisania) and one historic hospital reuse project in Australia (Moorhaven), the
hospitals were protected by historic preservation legislation and regulations.
Moorhaven, a Victorian mental asylum at the edge of Dartmoor in Australia was
converted for use as sixteen high-end apartments. Although the buildings are not listed
by a preservation agency, they are within the boundaries of the Dartmoor National Park
and planners prohibited dense residential development. The government agency that
'^' Walker.
'^* This comment should not be misconstrued as support for the increasingly popular practice of
"facadectomy," where the majority of a building is demolished, but the facade is retained, and 'laminated'
onto a new structure, typically out of scale and character with the original. The author is adamantly
opposed to this practice and does not believe it should be considered 'preservation.'
' ' Information about the Moorhaven reuse project was taken fromGiles Worsley's "More of a Haven,"
Perspectives on Archilecture. 22 (April/May 1996), p. 55.
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owned the buildings was forced to find a developer that would convert the existing
buildings. A developer was found and the work was performed without grants or tax
incentives. It should be noted that the buildings were in stabile condition.
Historic preservation agencies and regulations protected the historic hospitals
from demolition and insensitive alterations, and in some instances, indirectly funded
restoration programs. Reuse programs of the scale necessitated by hospital complexes
require a community of preservation-minded professionals and receptive tenants or
clients. The projects are generally too complicated to be done without preservation-
minded professionals and too expensive to warrant speculative ventures.
Restoration and reuse programs were funded directly by the government, or
subsidized through tax credits or other financial incentives. However, Moorhaven was
reused without the aid of direct government funding or subsidies through tax credits.
This project relied up the pre-sale of the residential units and gradual restoration of the
units as funds permitted.
The determination of adaptability indicators is essentially an assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of an historic hospital, with a focused perspective, adaptability.
Once determined, theoretical approaches, planning, design, and marketing for the
program of reuse can be guided by the adaptability indicators.
The concept of adaptability indicators is elastic. Where a building lacks an
adaptability indicator, such as a flexible floor plan, other attributes, such as small scale or
a comprehensive subsidy program for the rehabilitation of historic properties, might
compensate for the challenges an inflexible floor plan presents to adaptive use.
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Once identified, the adaptability indicators can be used to better understand why a
hospital has become obsolete and how it could be returned to a useful life. This
assessment should be coupled with a clear understanding of the historic significance of
the site and the values that are essential to preserve to ensure the retention or restoration
of the hospital's integrity and character.

Conclusion
Up to this point, this thesis has attempted to define the architectural and cuhural
significance of Sea View Hospital, the changes that have taken place to alter its position
in the community, its current material condition, financial situation, and enabling
environment. Through this multi-faceted analysis of the site, I have determined Sea
View's theoretical capacity for adaptive use and identified three development schemes.
To demonstrate the potential of the adaptability indicator concept, I will briefly
assess Sea View using the physical and enabling environment adaptability indicators that
I have identified. Sea View is comprised of both plan-designed and plan-derived hospital
buildings. The Administration Building (1913), Nurses' Residence (1913), Dining Hall
(1917), Employees' Dining Room (1912), and Group Building (1917) are plan-derived
buildings that have remained in use since their construction. The Surgical Pavilion
(1913) is a transitional plan-derived structure with certain plan-designed rooms (such as
the operafing theater). The Power House (1912) Laundry Building (1912), Kitchen
(1912), Female Patient Pavilions (1909-191 1), Open-air Cottages (1917), Female Patient
Dining Room (1912), Children's Hospital (1935-37), and Pathology Laboratory (1927-
28) are plan-designed buildings. All of these buildings have become obsolete.
The floor plans for the historic buildings at Sea View are remarkably flexible
(meaning few structural elements disrupt the open interior spaces). Since many of the
One weakness of this analysis is its failure to address larger real estate market issues for Staten Island.
' The Pathology Laboratory was abandoned in 2000.
113
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buildings were designed to be open wards (including the Pavilions, Open-air Cottages,
Children's Hospital), office or laboratory quarters (the Administration Building, Surgical
Pavilion and Pathology Laboratory), residential quarters (Nurses' Residence), and large
social spaces (Group Building, Dining Room (1917), Female Patients' Dining Room
(1912), and Employees' Dining Room (1912)) their interiors are open and readily
adaptable. However, some of the buildings, including the Open-air Cottages (1917) and
the Pavilions (1909-191 1), are narrow with highly fenestrated walls. The high frequency
of window openings makes the introduction of new partition walls challenging.
Sea View is a low-rise hospital, and since it is located on 70 acres of land, there is
ample room for new construction or new additions should they be necessary for a reuse
program. However, open-space is considered a premium feature of the site and should be
maintained where possible. Furthermore, certain historic landscape features should be
preserved and / or restored to enhance this aspect of the site's historic character. As the
conditions survey in Chapter 4 illustrated. Sea View Hospital is in a precarious, but not
terminal position. Stabilization and reuse, although expensive, are currently feasible.
The longer it takes to stabilize the unoccupied buildings at Sea View, the more
deteriorated they become, and the more expensive it becomes to perform the necessary
work.
Sea View Hospital is in a good location. Its proximity to the Green Belt (an open
space reserve in Staten Island), Todt Hill and Manhattan make it prime real estate for
residential and institutional development. However, because the property at Sea View is
so vast (70 acres is considered quite large for New York City), and because its landscape
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features have not been maintained. Sea View appears to be cut off from the surrounding
community. Although this isolationism was seen as an asset for Sea View when it served
as a tuberculosis hospital, it has only served to emphasize the feeling of abandonment and
neglect at Sea View today. Isolationism could once again be a valuable asset if it is
returned in a way that visually reintegrated the hospital with the surrounding community.
This could be accomplished through the opening of the closed roads (leading to both
complexes of Open-air cottages and the Children's Hospital) and the reconditioning of
the overgrown grounds within Sea View and at its periphery.
One weakness of Sea View is its abundance of public space, including the
basement levels of the buildings, the corridors, the historic communal spaces, and the
Power House. The corridors and the Power House could be developed as rentable space
if an appropriate and creative new use were found. A more detailed analysis of the gross
versus net or rentable square feet of each building must be performed to better determine
how much space would be lost to mechanical systems or public uses.
Sea View's enabling environment, on paper, is supportive of historic preservation
and adaptive use projects; including a strong historic preservation ordinance and
Commission, an advantageous zoning classification, active advocacy groups, and a large
group of preservation-minded professionals.
In reality, the preservation efforts at Sea View have been tepid, disjointed, and
mostly reactionary. Health and Hospitals Corporation has allowed Sea View to
deteriorate for thirty years, and has not shown any indication that they are willing to start
a stabilization or restoration process. In fact, they are continuing to close down buildings
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they feel are obsolete.'^" Some feel that the recent conditions surveys and cost estimates
were performed to demonstrate that the historic buildings at Sea View have become a
hardship for the City to maintain (potentially leading to a request to demolish the
buildings and rescind the designation of the landmark site).' ' Few realistic tenants or
clients have surfaced that are interested in developing the existing buildings as well as the
ample open space.
Public sentiment for the site is mixed. Concern is primarily focused on the
condition of the terra cotta friezes found on the Female Pavilions and the threats to the
campus's open space. Staten Island preservation organizations are focused on another
large site. Sailor's Snug Harbor, that over the years has been adapted for use as a cultural
center and is more likely to be able to capitalize on tourist dollars because of its close
proximity to the ferry terminal (where the ferries from Manhattan dock).'^" Sea View is
not perceived as a potential tourist attraction.
Since Sea View is owned by the City of New York, federal, state, and local tax
incentives are currently worthless. However, a member of Sea View's administrative
staff, Jean Harvey, is currently investigating potential grants and public/private ventures
to fund the reuse of Sea View. "
Three potential new uses for Sea View are 1) a phased, multi-use, multi-tenant
complex developed according to a master plan and restoration guidelines; 2) a medical
'^° The Pathology Laboratory was closed in 2000.
'" Discussion with Alex Herrera, Landmarks Conservancy, October 2000.
'" Snug Harbor Cultural Center, originally a home for retired sailors, is a complex of landmarked Greek
revival buildings and eighty acres of parkland. The site was purchased by the City in 1973 and gradually
converted into an arts center, including the Staten Island Botanical Garden, and the Staten Island Children's
Museum.
'^^ Conversation with Ann CoUini. Director of Facilities Management at Sea View on March 21, 2001.
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training facility for nurses and nurses' aides; and 3) a comprehensive senior community
and medical training facility for nurses and nurses' aides.
The first reuse plan, a phased multi-use, multi-tenant development is the most
difficult to manage in a comprehensive manner since it is reactionary and disjointed. The
plan could be feasible if a centralized rental management corporation was created to
stabilize the buildings, run basic mechanical systems to the buildings, rehabilitate the
landscape, publicize the complex, and operate as a management agency once tenants
occupied the buildings. Restoration work would follow an established master plan and
guidelines could be established for appropriate rehabilitation of the historic buildings.
However, it would be difficult to find a developer willing to invest in the stabilization of
Sea View, without a pre-contracted tenant.
The second option; to reuse the hospital as a medical training facility for nurses
and nurses' aides is more appealing because it would be an extension of services already
in place at Sea View and a sympathetic use since it is in keeping with the original intent
of the complex. This use would be appropriate for Sea View's mixed residential and
'technical' structures.'"''"* However, the narrow floor plates of many of the buildings
would limit class sizes and restrict uses. Furthermore, there is no demand to dramatically
increase Sea View's training program (to the extent that would be required to reuse all of
the abandoned buildings at Sea View).
The third option, the redevelopment of the site as a senior community and medical
training facility is most appealing for a number of reasons; 1 ) it would be an extension of
"^
I learned about the training facility during an interview with George F. Taylor, Director of Staff
Development and the Sea View Institute (the training facility), March 20, 2001.
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Sea View's current uses, 2) demand exists for the purpose, 3) buildings were designed to
"treat" a phased disease and could be creatively reused to accommodate the phased
nature of ageing and geriatric care, while at the same time accommodating a more
flexible student population, 4) substantial public and private funding exists to fund the
creation of a senior community and to expand educational activities.
The program for the Sea View Senior Community and Medical Training Facility
will be developed to illustrate the potential of this reuse plan. The Senior Community
and Medical Training Facility will be explained through descriptions, elevations, and
floor plans. Although I have chosen to render some of the buildings of Sea View to
demonstrate potential spatial solutions for their reuse, it should be noted that I am not an
architect or an engineer, and that the drawings are for demonstrative purposes only.
The reuse plan will be described in a logical sequence, starting from the
Administration Building, as the center of the campus, and moving outwards in a radial
fashion.
The Administration Building will continue to serve as an administrative hub for
the campus. Recommendations for the building and site include the reintroduction of the
historic semi-circular driveway, center island garden, and courtyard retaining walls (seen
in plan in Figure 42) at the building's main entrance, and restoration of the corridors
connecting the Administration Building (1913) with the Female Pavilions (1909-191 1).
The overgrown vegetation between the Administration Building (1913), Kitchen (1912)
and Female Dining Room (1912), and Pavilions (1909-191 1) should be cleared to
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visually reconnect these spaces and create useable open-space between the buildings.
The structural and closure systems of this building should be surveyed to determine its
condition and subsequent recommendations for its restoration. However, aside from
restoration work, the reuse program would not require alteration to the Administration
Building.
Figure 42 Floor plan of the Administration Building, showing the interior spatial division (left and
right), originally intended to separate patients by gender. This division could be used to spatially
divide the administration offices for the Senior Community and the Medical Training Facility.
Historically, the building was divided for use (left and right) by gender. The
building can be functionally divided in two (left and right) as the administrative hub for
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the Senior Community and the Medical Training Facility, but still communicate as a
cohesive unit internally so support staff and maintenance teams could be shared.
The Kitchen (1912), Female Dining Room (1912), and Staff Dining Room (1912)
should be adapted for use as an art studio and craft shop where both the student and
senior population could take classes and exhibit their work. The Kitchen's volumetric
space (open for two stories) is ideal for this use and the curved Female Dining Room
wing could be both studio space and exhibition space. Four multi-stall restrooms serve
the space and ample sinks are available for easy cleaning of supplies and equipment. The
modular rooms of the Staff Dining Room could be used as classrooms or for reception
space. The art studio and craft shop complex could be entered through the
Administration Building or separately through the rounded end of the Female Patient
Dining Room. The space is all on the same level with natural light through the
complexes' numerous large windows. These Kitchen and Dining Room buildings are
connected to the four Pavilions (1909-191 1) by the corridors.
The four Pavilions should be used as assisted living facilities for the Senior
Community. The four story Pavilions are already serviced by elevators at the end
connecting with the covered corridors and have two full height stair halls each (one on
the north facade and one on the south facade). (Figures 43, and 44) Each floor could
house four to eight residents. The total number of residents for the assisted living
apartments in the four pavilions ranges from a low of forty-eight to a high of ninety-six.
An on-call nurses' station should be located on the ground floor of each building. This
work would require no exterior alterations, but extensive reorganization of the interior
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partitions. The terra cotta frieze running along the top six feet of the fourth floor walls
should be restored, but will not be visible from the exterior (as was originally intended,
but altered by the 1936 alteration of the open-air porches with a wood and window
enclosure system). In order to make reuse of the Pavilions feasible, the 1936 enclosure of
the porches must be retained.
The Nurses' Residence (1913, 1932) should be reused as a high-end traditional
nursing home. This two and two-and-a-half story residential structure could be readily
modified for nursing home use. The main entrance should be at the western-most facade
through the existing door. The first floor common spaces of the historic Nurses'
Residence at this end of the building can serve as the check-in area, security post,
kitchen, main dining room and main living room. The domestic interiors of the Nurses'
Residence are decorated with terra cotta ornament and wood paneling. (Figure 45) The
corridors are wide and easily accommodate wheelchairs.
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Patient Pavilion. South Elevation
Patient Pavilion, N'orrh Elcvjlii
Figure 43 Patient Pavilion elevations, current condition
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Figure 45 Fireplace in the public space of the Nurses' Residence, 2000.
The Nurses' Residence modular units can be combined for spacious private rooms
with private bathrooms. Two elevators can be added to the rear (south) facade of the
building complex to serve the second floor and the attic story. The attic story can serve
as break rooms and locker rooms for the attending nurses.
The Surgical Pavilion (1913) could be reused as a rehabilitation center for the
entire Senior Community. Connected physically to the Administration Building, Nurses'
Residence and to the Pavilions by the covered corridor system, the Surgical Pavilion is
ideally situated for physical rehabilitation. In particular, the historic septic operating
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room and aseptic operating room (each with large skylights) could be reused as pleasant
physical therapy rooms. The small modular patient's rooms could be maintained as
private physical therapy rehabilitation rooms, locker rooms and bathrooms, or combined
for larger communal treatment spaces. The second floor of the building can house
radiology and other specialties (as it was used historically). An elevator should be
introduced at the southwest comer of the building, where it meets the covered corridor.
Although this elevator is situated at a distance from the main entrance of the building
(through the metal and glass porch on its north facade), the elevator is convenient for
patients arriving from the covered corridors.
The Staff Residence (1913) should be used as classrooms, study spaces,
laboratories, and academic offices for the Medical Training Facility. The large first floor
common spaces of the Staff Residence can be used for larger lecture halls, and the
smaller more modular spaces on the second floor can be used for offices, or combined for
medium-sized classrooms and educational laboratory space.
The Power House and Laundry Building (1912, 1935) can be adapted for use as a
library serving the Senior Community, students from the Medical Training Facility, and
the community at-large. The library would be a call-only facility (librarians pull books
for patrons) and reading rooms, bathrooms, and other public facilities would be located
on the first floor, at grade. This program (call-only) would eliminate the need for an
elevator and other ADA requirements that would be difficult to insert into the buildings.
The Power House and Laundry Building are physically connected to the Administration
Building and the Pavilions through the covered corridors.
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The corridors are wide and light filled spaces by virtue of the nearly continuous
horizontal rows of windows. They are wide enough to accommodate intimate seating
clusters for conversation, games or other passive activity. The corridors could be used as
leisure and passive recreation space for the occupants of the assisted living facilities in
the four Pavilions and the traditional nursing facility in the Nurses' Residence. As a
safety precaution, the corridors would be monitored by attendants and locked at night.
Bathrooms should be inserted periodically along the corridors, and grab bars installed
along the base of the windows for the comfort and conven-ience of the tenants.
The nine Open-air Cottages (1917) should be reused as apartments for the
independent living members of the Senior Community and for the on-campus students of
the Medical Training Facility. (Figures 46 and 47) Each Open-air Cottage is two stories
tall with exterior stairs at opposite ends and an enclosed stairhall in the center of the
building. However, none of the Open-air Cottages were fitted with elevators. To account
for this deficiency, I recommend that the first floor of each Open-air Cottage be adapted
into two one-bedroom apartments for the independent living members of the Senior
Community, with full kitchens and full bathrooms, and the second floor of the Open-air
Cottages adapted into two one-bedroom apartments for the on-campus students of the
Medical Training Facility.''*'^ To accommodate ADA requirements and to provide each
tenant with two means of egress, two doors (at grade) will be introduced through
'^^ As a practical note, these students would need to be carefully screened to determine if they would be
respectful of their elderly neighbors" needs. Acoustical retrofitting would also be a serious requirement for
the success of this recommendation.
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existing window openings in the north facade of each Open-air Cottage. All together,
this would provide eighteen units of independent living and eighteen units of on-campus
housing.
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The introduction of a new use to the Open-air Cottages will be challenging, since
they were designed to maximize ventilation. Even the floor slabs were detailed to
encourage ventilation. Any reuse plan for the Open-air Cottages will need to address
insulation and carefully measure load capacity.
^
The Group Building (1917) could be adapted as high-end independent living
apartments for the Senior Community. An elevator should be introduced at the rear
facade of the building. The main entrance (not at grade) will need to be adapted for
wheelchair accessibility.
The 1917 Dining Hall (also known as Colony Hall) should continue in use as a
banquet facility. The two churches on campus could continue in their present use (as a
public theater and Community Board office). The recently abandoned Pathology
Laboratory (1927-28) could be adapted for use as a commissary, barbershop, beauty
parlor, dentist's office and cafe. An elevator should be introduced at the southeast comer
of the building.
The Children's Hospital could be adapted to serve as a traditional nursing facility
with private rooms, and multi-tenant rooms. Elevators already service the building. The
first and second floor would serve as check-in, security, communal spaces for dining and
leisure activities and psychiatric care. Private rooms and multi-tenant rooms could
accommodate patients with different financial circumstances. Nurses' stations could be
located centrally on each floor. The building would also have limited facilities for
rehabilitation and specialty services for patients too frail to travel to the main facilities at
the Staff Residence.
' Although the Open-air Cottages historically had bathrooms, they did not have kitchen facilities.
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All of these facilities should be integrated with an improved landscape, including
clearing out the overgrowth, replanting formal gardens and reconstructing retaining walls.
The abandoned historic buildings at Sea View can be reused. However, as a
review of the hospital's adaptability indicators demonstrated. Sea View's weaknesses
including its expansive public spaces, plan-designed structures, and tepid enabling
environment, make reuse more difficult, and potentially more expensive than reuse
programs for other hospitals. Planning for the reuse of the hospital must address these
issues. On the basis of Sea View's strengths (and acknowledging its weaknesses), I have
shown that Sea View can be adapted in a sensitive way without drastic alterations to its
physical fabric.
Through the adaptabihty indicator model, I hope that Sea View and other historic
hospitals can be examined critically for their potential reuse. The findings of the
adaptability indicator exercise can guide hospital reuse planning and design, and if
expanded to include financial realities, guide financial planning for its redevelopment.
Investigation of the financial constraints inherent with adapting abandoned historic
hospital complexes for new uses is an area requiring further research.
Every effort should be made to ensure Sea View's survival for present and future
generations. Historic hospitals are real reminders of the past and demonstrate the
architectural, aesthetic, social, and medical values of our past, while at the same time
offering opportunities today for attractive housing and public space. These values are
worth preserving.
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